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Hearing the words “it’s cancer,” threw Sara Phillips’ life into chaos, until an unexpected turn of
events and a chance encounter with a stranger changed everything—his name was Ben. Based
on real events, Ben and Sara discover that when all else fails, healing can come in the most
unexpected ways. Chilling and heart wrenching, His Name Was Ben is a triumph over the
devastating circumstances and fear experienced when faced with a terminal illness. In this
narrative, the power of love conquers shadows and transforms the very nature and meaning of
what it is to be fully alive. From the award winning, best-selling author of, The Persecution of
Mildred Dunlap, comes a story filled with soul and passion that will leave the reader thinking
about it for days after the last page is closed.“Paulette Mahurin compassionately renders an
insightful tale about love and life in the moment, when a moment is all there is. Both ordinary and
extraordinary, Sara and Ben kept me up at night rooting for them, as did Mahurin of course, a
writer of exceptional heart, for her tender and wise depiction of love against all odds. A rare
pleasure, His Name Was Ben is not to be missed.”—Lee Fullbright, author of The Angry Woman
Suite

From the Inside FlapDeveloping and Sustaining Successful First -Year ProgramsFirst-year
programs and interventions have become critical launching pads for student success and
retention in higher education. However, these programs often flounder not because of what they
are trying to do, but because of the ways in which they are implemented.Developing and
Sustaining Successful First-Year Programs offers faculty, academic administrators, and student
affairs professionals a comprehensive and practical resource that includes step-by-step
guidance for developing new first-year programs and enhancing existing programs. The book
explores the key elements that contribute to sustained student success and the programs that
have the capacity to continue to meet student needs while making the most of scarce resources.
The authors show how to create and sustain critical partnerships, put in place the needed
organizational structures, and include strategies for developing effective assessments and
evaluations.Developing and Sustaining Successful First-Year Programs is filled with illustrative
examples and profiles of successful programs from a range of institutions that vary in size, type,
selectivity, and culture. Examples of common programs and interventions include summer
bridge programs, student orientation, first-year seminars, learning communities, residential
programs, developmental education, and many more.Based in scholarly literature, theory, and
practice, the book highlights the initiatives that facilitate the transition, learning, development,
and success of new college students.From the Back CoverDeveloping and Sustaining
Successful First -Year ProgramsFirst-year programs and interventions have become critical
launching pads for student success and retention in higher education. However, these programs



often flounder not because of what they are trying to do, but because of the ways in which they
are implemented.Developing and Sustaining Successful First-Year Programs offers faculty,
academic administrators, and student affairs professionals a comprehensive and practical
resource that includes step-by-step guidance for developing new first-year programs and
enhancing existing programs. The book explores the key elements that contribute to sustained
student success and the programs that have the capacity to continue to meet student needs
while making the most of scarce resources. The authors show how to create and sustain critical
partnerships, put in place the needed organizational structures, and include strategies for
developing effective assessments and evaluations.Developing and Sustaining Successful First-
Year Programs is filled with illustrative examples and profiles of successful programs from a
range of institutions that vary in size, type, selectivity, and culture. Examples of common
programs and interventions include summer bridge programs, student orientation, first-year
seminars, learning communities, residential programs, developmental education, and many
more.Based in scholarly literature, theory, and practice, the book highlights the initiatives that
facilitate the transition, learning, development, and success of new college students.About the
AuthorTHE AUTHORSGERALD M. GREENFIELD, a professor emeritus of history at University
of Wisconsin, Parkside and long-time director of its teaching and learning center, spent seven
years there as a senior administrator in academic affairs. Greenfield led the university's
participation in the Foundations of Excellence in the First College Year and organized and
chaired their initial First Year Committee. He is accredited as a peer evaluator for the Higher
Learning Commission.JENNIFER R. KEUP is the director of the National Resource Center for
The First-Year Experience® and Students in Transition and also serves as an affiliated faculty
member in the Department of Educational Leadership and Policies in the College of Education
at the University of South Carolina.JOHN N. GARDNER is the senior fellow of the National
Resource Center, distinguished professor emeritus at the University of South Carolina, and
president of the John N. Gardner Institute for Excellence in Undergraduate Education. Gardner
is the author or coauthor of The Freshman Year Experience, Challenging and Supporting the
First-Year Student, Helping Sophomores Succeed, The Senior Year Experience, and Achieving
and Sustaining Institutional Excellence for the First Year of College.Read more
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His Name was BenPaulette MahurinCopyright © 2014 by Paulette MahurinAll rights reserved.
No part of this book may be reproduced in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical,
including photocopying, recording, or by any information storage and retrieval system, without
permission in writing from the author. Exception is given in the case of brief quotations embodied
in critical articles and reviews. This is a work of fiction. Names, characters, places, and incidents
either are the product of the author’s imagination or are used fictitiously.978-0692264690Cover
by Barbara Gottliebwww.gottgraphix.comPublished in partnership withPurple Distinctions Self
Publishingwww.purpledistinctions.comVentura, CA 93004Printed in the United States of
AmericaHis Name was BenAlso by Paulette MahurinThe Persecution of Mildred DunlapFor My
HubbyAcknowledgmentsWe sometimes think of an author as a lonely writer banging away on
the keyboard, creating characters for readers to love and hate, forming the core of the story. Yet
what brings these alive on the page is never a singular task.Thank you, Ryan Cheal, Deb Wall,
and Margaret Dodd, my editors. To Christoph Fischer, Lee Fullbright, Dr. William Fox, Deb
Norton, Wanda Hartzenberg, Lorna Lee, and Terry Mahurin, a heartfelt debt of gratitude for your
feedback, which helped give shape and direction to this narrative.A special acknowledgment to
the real Ben and Sara, who I had the privilege of working with several years ago. They shared
their stories and personal feelings with me both together and separately, which was initially
written by myself and published as an award-winning short story while I was in college. Although
this account has been fictionalized (the names of the characters and some scenes have been
changed), it is based on actual events. In portraying the integrity of Ben and Sara’s relationship, I
have taken the liberty to include both of their points of view. The two sides are not of equal
content; Sara had more to say. Though some of the facts have been changed, their love story is
authentic.Being deeply loved by someone gives you strength, while loving someone deeply
gives you courage.Lao-tzuChapter OneIt was just past three in the morning when Sara Phillips
looked over to the clock on the nightstand. Tazzie, why can’t I sleep like you? Snuggling close to
her Rottweiler, feeling the short black-and-tan hair on her cheek and the robust contour of the
dog’s chest, she felt a comfort that she was not alone. She wondered how many pills from a
nearly full bottle of Ativan in the bathroom would be needed to take her life.Tazzie, in a deep
snoring slumber, twitched a paw into Sara’s face as if to say Stop that kind of thinking. Sara
wasn’t that badly off, not yet, but should things continue along as they had, Tazzie’s gesture
would not deter her; nothing would.The hours passed, and somewhere in there Sara had drifted
off, as her phone woke her just after eight. Who’s calling at this time in the morning? She jerked
up to hear the message on the answering machine.Listening to her voice, recorded several
years ago, full of life and cheer, was opposite to how she felt now. You’ve reached Sara. I’d love
to talk to you but if I haven’t picked up, I’m not home and will get back to you. Please leave a
message and have a great day. “Sara, it’s Dr. Zimmerman…”She grabbed the phone. “I’m here.”
Filtering her calls was a necessity, to avoid attrition from the well-wishing callers who further



drained her depleted energy.“We’ve got good news.”The liveliness in his voice took her breath
away. “Really?”“You’ve been accepted into a study.” The doctor explained some of the specifics
to her. “It looks good, Sara. Can you come over to my office now and we’ll go over the details and
get you started?”The heart-pounding news sent her trembling, believing that somehow it was a
trick, and at the other end of the joke she’d once again be betrayed by the facts. It wasn’t
Zimmerman she doubted, as he’d always been up-front with her. Rather, it was her experience
as a nurse practitioner and what she’d seen that caused the mistrust. She didn’t want to drop
into fanciful thinking that miracles happen out of nowhere. Not to her, they didn’t. But she’d seen
things change on a dime with new drugs coming out; she’d seen cures come out of the blue.
What’s that about? Still shaking, replaying the uncharacteristic enthusiasm in Zimmerman’s
tone, she knew she must take the chance. “Okay,” her voice shuddered, “I’ll get ready and be
there right away.”The shock waves from the conversation decreased as Sara dressed. She
thought about the hell she’d been through with Zimmerman guiding her along on the
rollercoaster ride her life had become, trying desperately to find something to grab hold of to
check the cancer ravaging her body. Since her first oncology appointment with him, once healed
from her double mastectomy, she liked him. The look in his eyes, the difficulty he communicated
through when there was bad news, and the amount of time he took, allowing her to cry and let
her honest feelings out, all told there was integrity and authenticity to this man. Of late she had
plunged into a silent darkness that dared to show no light at the end—not until this phone call.
It’s a very promising study. He exuded a certainty, a welcome change from the
disappointments.Sara let Taz outside and grabbed her sunglasses and keys. Fumbling with the
car door, she dropped her purse. Slow down. The musty dog odor, sunbaked into the car seat,
made her squeamish and she opened the windows to air out the stench. An adjustment to the
rearview mirror reflected a gaunt face. Punching on the CD player Leonard Cohen’s voice
sounded, “I’m Your Man,” as she stared a few more seconds. “Not enough makeup on my eyes.”
She smiled at the blush of pink on her cheeks and laughed at the fact she cared about how she
looked when it had been so long since she wore even lip gloss. A few deep respirations released
the nausea in her belly.Close to thirty minutes later she pulled into the large medical center
parking lot. Noticing Mercedes and BMWs in spots reserved for doctors while Hondas and
Fords filled patients’ slots, So typical, she shook her head. Up at the third-floor suite the waiting
room was already full of patients. “Dr. Zimmerman told me to just come in.”“Hi Sara, yes,” the
receptionist smiled, “he’s expecting you.”Zimmerman rose from his leather swivel chair. “This is
very good news,” and pulled out a seat for her. “Come, sit here.”Although she didn’t like taking up
his time when she knew how busy he was, one look at his relaxed face and the dike
burst.Reaching for a box of tissues, “It’s okay to,” he handed her one, “let it out.”Zimmerman had
been a lifeline for Sara, right up to the last bout of chemo that created more adverse reactions
than it benefited. Too many of her questions were addressed with shaking his head and
apologizing that he had no answers other than to continue more of the same, which had become
intolerable for her.“Do you genuinely think it’ll help me?” This time was different—she didn’t fear



his response—it felt right in her bones, pained from the cancer spread.“The results are
remarkable. We’re seeing full remissions in advanced cases.”On the phone he had mentioned
that the side effects were minimal. Still, it seemed too good to be true and she needed
reassurance that she wouldn’t be putting herself through more bouts of vomiting, diarrhea, and
fatigue. “What are the side effects?”“Mild flu-like symptoms.” His deep brown eyes shone with
conviction as he said, “And some nausea but it’s slight. I’m convinced it’s the right thing for you to
do.”A snarl of emotions tainted with skepticism pounded her. But the way he spoke and looked at
her showed a confidence that put her at ease. Although treatment failures in the past were
discouraging, she was never let down because of a false promise from Zimmerman. Desperately
wanting to relax into this unexpected turn of events, she knew her decision was made the minute
she saw him. “Okay,” she dried her eyes and blew her nose. “How long will I be on it before I start
to see results?” A sharp pain in her right hip yanked her attention into her body. Wincing, she
added, “If they’re going to happen.”“Some of the subjects are noticing changes in a couple of
weeks with follow-up scans at four, eight, and twelve weeks showing marked reduction in tumor
size. There’s a lot of favorable data. It’s in the final phase before FDA approval. It’s perfect timing
for you since it’s been well tested.”Her airway expanded. “What do I need to do to get started?”
He held out a packet of papers. “Fill these out and we’ll fax them over to UCLA. They’re
expecting the paperwork today. Once they okay it, you can start.” She looked down at the forms,
her slender arm firm.“Today?”“Yes,” he smiled.~The lights overhead flickered when a handsome
man, dressed in ivy-league clothes, opened the door. Noticing a loose screw on the switch plate,
he told the receptionist, “Looks like someone needs to tighten that up.”Sara was instantly drawn
to him. Curious, she tried to hear what he said, but withdrew into herself when he turned around
holding a clipboard and headed toward the empty chair beside her. Does he see how thin I am?
She concentrated on her wasted appearance. For Sara, the loss of her looks, what she felt was
her sensuality, was a loss of self-worth. It surprised her that it even mattered how she looked to
him, but it did as his eyes made contact with hers. He’s so good-looking. Am I nuts? I’m a cancer
patient and he probably is also. Aware of him settling into the chair, she tensed. This is
ridiculous. Shriveling into her skin, the heat of his body made her flush as she fumbled with a
magazine, trying to think of something to say to him. “Your first visit?”He stopped writing but
didn’t take his eyes off the form. “Yes.”Seeing his distress, she couldn’t help wanting to engage
him. “He’s a great doctor.”“Um-hum.” He carried on writing.Glancing over at him, she noticed his
curly hair and straight nose, how it scrunched up pulling his eyes together when he was thinking.
So cute. She strained to see his name was Ben. Two seats over, whispers drew her focus away.
“I wonder why he’s here,” said an elderly woman. “He doesn’t look ill to me.”Christ, folks, I can
hear you! It’s true though, he doesn’t look ill but he’s filling out a patient intake form. Sara’s heart
sped up as she peeked back and caught sight of his phone number and that he was fifty-two,
five years older than she. I can’t believe I’m doing this. She stood and made her way to the
reception desk, “Can I use your restroom?”Returning to her seat, with his number tucked into her
purse, she was glad he didn’t look up at her. Feeling awkward because of what she had just



done, she watched him reach for a newspaper.He fussed with the pages, obviously not reading
anything.Sara felt the familiar, agitated energy he exuded and blurted out, “I really like
Zimmerman.”“Excuse me?”“I don’t mean to be nosy, but I thought…well, it looks like your first
visit here and,” she took a hard swallow, “I could have used someone to talk to my
initial…”Turning toward her, “I appreciate you making the effort but…” That’s when he actually
took a look at her and saw how attractive she was, underweight but very pretty with short hair,
large hazel eyes, and a small nose surrounded with freckles—an earthy appearance that
appealed to him.With his gaze still on her, “Sometimes it helps to talk to another patient, a
stranger,” she smiled. “I don’t know… I mean, why not?”Shifting gears, he asked her, “How’s it
going for you?”“Today’s a good day.”The light in her eyes and lilt as she spoke sat well with him.
“That’s great.”A nurse opened the door to the back area. “Mr. Gottlieb,” she waited, “Ben
Gottlieb?”As he shuffled to get up, Sara said, “Good luck in there.”Looking back at her, his eyes
held sorrow. “Thanks. I need it.”There was something about his voice that spread through her
body like food, energizing her. God, he’s gorgeous. She wondered about him, what his story
was, and hoped he would be finished before she had to leave.~Sara’s initial treatment went
smoothly. She was done and on her way home in a couple of hours. The midafternoon sun
glared from the bumper of the car in front of hers. Switching lanes to avoid the blinding light, she
noticed the orange wildflowers blooming along the highway. She was glad to say goodbye to the
unusually cold winter and smiled as she drove past blossoms and leaves filling the empty
branches of trees. Approaching her street, she thought of phoning her best friend Ellen to bring
her up to speed.The two women had been friends for the better part of the last twenty-five years,
when they met during their senior year in nursing school, and afterwards landed jobs working in
the same emergency room. They had been through divorces, tragedies, joys, vacations, and
checking off bucket-list items together, but at no time did they ever envision that one of them
would have cancer at an early age.“So, how’d it go?” asked Ellen.“It went well, better than
expected. But…” Doubt resurfaced that maybe she was deluding herself. Sara tried to push it
aside, to no avail.“What?”“I hope I’m not fooling myself, but the few other patients there did look
good.”“You don’t need to entertain any skepticism without reason. I doubt that Zimmerman would
have built up your hopes on something that wasn’t promising. He gave you facts, not a lot of
exalted hot air. Right?”“Yes.”“I can understand your caution. However, this time I think you’re safe
to hope for the best. With what you’ve been through, how could it get worse than that?”“Good
point,” Sara rested her legs on the coffee table by the couch. “But what if…”“Let’s just see what
happens. Today was unanticipated. Breakthroughs and miracles do occur. Hold that
thought.”“Yeah,” Sara repositioned a pillow behind her back, “you’re right. I need to stay positive.
How you doing?”“Tired.” Ellen continued, “Some bad stuff came in last night…but you don’t
need to hear about that. This will perk you up—Kincaid asked Jolie out last night. That guy,” she
laughed, “can’t keep his pants on. Predictable!” Creating levity, Ellen kept Sara up on the
emergency room gossip while she was on sick leave.“I almost forgot. Oh, man, I did something
stupid. I can’t believe I did it.”“What?”“There was this guy…” Sara squirmed, “I’m embarrassed to



say…”“What’d you do?”“This good-looking guy came into Zimmerman’s office and sat next to
me. Amazing blue eyes, great thin body, the preppie look I like. First visit.”“How’d you know
that?”“I’m getting there. He was filling out an intake form.”“And?”Sara bumbled, “I glanced over
and read what he wrote.”“What’s wrong with that? You’re human and,” Ellen cleared her throat,
“hey, if he was that good looking…”Tazzie hopped up next to Sara, circled, and plopped down. “I
noticed his phone number…”“And?”“I went to the bathroom and wrote it down. It’s in my purse.”“I
knew it! He was that good looking!” Ellen was cathartic for Sara, who in the past obsessed over
guys and her sex-driven need for them, which had dried up since her diagnosis. “This is the first
mention of a man since you took ill. It’s a good sign.”“Seriously, El, my first day on the study and I
can’t stop thinking of this guy. What’s wrong with me? And to violate his boundary like
that.”“What’d you do that was so wrong? And that you did it, that you’re even interested, is
terrific!”“What? You’re playing with me, right? You’re just playing.”“No, I’m dead serious. You’ve
been out of it for so long. Surgery, chemo, radiation, one cave-in after another, and suddenly
your whole life changed. Not only did you get into a study that can save your life, you met a guy. I
love it!”“I wouldn’t exactly say,” Sara’s voice cracked, “I met a guy.”“Did you talk to him?”“Very
little.”“And?”“He’s a patient, for Christ’s sake. And I’m getting all excited over him. I barely started
a study. I don’t even know if it’ll work and I’m preoccupied with wanting to be attractive to this
guy.”Ellen laughed.“What’s so damn funny?”“It’s healthy.” Ellen continued laughing.Sara listened
to the bubbling relief pouring out of Ellen, the lightness in her voice, and realized how ridiculous
she was being. After what she’d been through, it was absurd that she felt her moral compass
was out of whack because of a stranger she sat next to that she’d probably never see again.You
going to phone him?”“No! Are you kidding?”“What are you going to do with his number?”“Throw
it out,” she rubbed Tazzie’s head, “as soon as we get off the phone.”“Let me know after you call
him,” Ellen laughed. “I gotta go and get ready for work.”“Okay, hope it’s better than last
night.”Feeling hot and sticky from the warm day, Sara showered. Drying herself before a mirror,
she examined the scars from the mastectomies that couldn’t be repaired cosmetically while the
cancer cells still raged through her body and glowed in scans. For the first time since the horror
began, she wondered if she would have that plastic surgery reparation. Ellen’s right. It’s pleasing
to think of being with a man.Chapter TwoSara rummaged through her refrigerator to find
something to eat before going to bed. She decided on a baked potato she’d picked at the night
before. While adding a dollop of sour cream and popping the plate into the microwave, her dog
sat staring. “How about lending me some of your appetite, Taz?” Tazzie raised a paw and
barked. “You’re not going to let up till you get your treat.” Sara reached into the stash of dog
cookies and threw one. “Good catch.” She grabbed her supper and they went to the bedroom.An
hour later, with her food barely touched, Sara sat in bed trying to finish the last chapter of the
book she was reading. The sweltering spring weather, similar to a particular March evening two
years ago when her symptoms first started, triggered memories.She remembered waking
around two in the morning, her nightgown drenched in perspiration. Why am I so hot? Sleeping,
Taz showed no signs of panting from a heated night. It took a hefty dose of Benadryl to get Sara



back to sleep.A week passed and there was another episode of pre-dawn sweats but this time
her dog’s frantic sniffing and nudging at her right breast woke her. “Tazzie, stop!” The
mammogram her doctor ordered had shown a suspicious calcification.The day Ellen drove her
to the breast surgeon, the bright bougainvillea along the roadside strangling other plants
reminded her that aberrant cancer cells in her own body might be taking over. All around, the
signs of spring with bees and birds busily pollinating made her think of women with new life
growing in their wombs. It filled her with a deep sorrow that she might be facing her own
mortality. Negative thinking relentlessly flooded her mind, like a hose that had sprung a leak.
There’s a mass kept replaying.How many times do I have to relive this? Blinking away tears, she
moved her hand under the sheet into her nightie, to the rough wrinkles and edges of scar tissue
that had failed to heal in normal time because of infection, delaying chemo and radiation
treatment. Touching the place where her breasts were removed, parts of her body that had given
pleasure, now felt only the pressure of her fingers.Remembering the night before the surgery,
crying to Ellen that the sleep medication wasn’t working, she tried to ease her fear; what she
didn’t want to face was that she’d no longer be attractive or desirable to a man. Did Ben trigger
this? I was feeling so good. Why does this keep coming back up?Wanting to escape the mental
pictures that refused to leave, she gazed at the page before her, trying to forget the trauma.
Unable to stop the avalanche of thinking, she got up and put a load of laundry into the washing
machine. The low rotating vibration against Sara’s body stirred sensations and she was once
again reminded of Ben. As the wash swished in the sudsy water, she thought of how his eyes
made her feel, the motion of his hand—slow and suggestive—gliding the pen over the form he
filled out. She imagined his fingers on her body, moving gently between her legs with his lips on
her neck. The meager tingles of arousal were a revival she welcomed.Sara relished the idea of
being with a man anew, but first things first; it was way too soon to know what would happen with
the study. I’m so out of shape. I hope I get my strength back so I can exercise.Prior to becoming
ill, she was compulsive about walking miles with her dog, and when she could no longer do that,
she took to her stationary bike. Of late, she was too lethargic to do much more than walk from
room to room. She missed being outdoors among the hikers and bikers, people on horseback,
and tourists coming to relax in beautiful Ojai, where she lived. Please give me energy, she spoke
to the mysterious ethers. It’s all I ask. For now, she laughed.Chapter ThreeSara found out about
Ojai, the small California town nestled among oak, pepper and eucalyptus trees, while working
in the emergency room. Having just come off a stint of twelve-hour shifts, she wanted to veg out.
Knowing there would be way too many distractions at home to relax, she researched spas within
driving distance and found one located in Ojai. It was seventy miles from where she lived and a
twenty-minute drive to Ellen, who commuted into Los Angeles County where they both worked.
After spending a week immersed in its lush natural beauty, on a fluke she met a realtor who
offered to show her around.She never regretted the spontaneous decision to move there ten
years earlier when she purchased a 1950s ranch house and fixed it up. Painting the walls
multicolor brought it alive, with art, pottery, and photos of family and friends making it a cozy



nest. Large windows framed the abundant foliage, like living in a tree house. It was what she
needed to put a divorce behind her and start a new life with renewed purpose.The cancer
diagnosis changed that, until the unexpected occurred—being accepted into the study and the
buzz over meeting Ben. With attention riveted on his phone number, the rational cells in Sara’s
brain ping-ponged back and forth. What would I say if I called him? Her mouth went dry,
reminding her of telling her parents about the results from the biopsy.Recollecting the two
agitated days and sleepless nights staring hesitatingly at the telephone, detesting every aspect
of the chaotic situation violently forced on her, she cringed. Knowing that her mother Rosalie
was stoic with a rough-edge attitude and would handle it didn’t allay the gut-twisting
nervousness that the news could endanger her father Irving’s health. He’d already had two heart
attacks.There was also her brother Jack, who she hoped wasn’t home to complicate things. She
remembered being told by an aunt that ever since Sara was a baby, “Something was wrong with
him.” When her brother first left home, she was so young she didn’t recall much about him. She
knew from an early age that when he was around, the house grew silent and uncomfortable.
Years later, she learned he was schizophrenic. The extra stress of Jack being there wasn’t
needed.When Sara finally got the courage to dial, Rosalie picked up. “Hello.”Sara’s abdomen
anxiously gurgled. “Hi mom. How’s dad?” A blunt laconic, “Today’s okay,” was nothing new.
Neither was the long uninvolved pause, waiting for Sara to speak.Trying to find a way to say it,
“Mom…” Apprehensive to utter the words, fearful that she would then have to face them, Sara
flushed hot as though she was running a fever. With disbelief pulsing through her veins, she
quietly hoped she’d hear compassion, that everything would be okay, that maybe there had been
a mistake. Anything encouraging that would lessen the shocking news she was about to tell her
mother.Rosalie grunted out a curt “What do you want?”Her mother’s coldness lit Sara’s stomach
on fire. Taking in a deep slow breath, “I have bad news—”Rosalie came back with a razor-sharp
“What?” When no instant response came from her daughter, she smacked her lips. “Oh, for
Christ’s sake, Sara, what’s the bad news now?”Why do you have to be so damn difficult? Give
me a break! She wanted to throw the phone down. “I don’t know how to say this.”The line went
silent.Walking through the narrowest of doors her mother barely left open, she blurted out, “I
have breast cancer.” Sick inside, she told her mother that the diagnosis was the worst kind of
malignancy and it was in her nodes. What started in the right breast showed radiographic spread
to the left, necessitating a double mastectomy, the sooner the better.Rosalie gasped.Feeling as
if she’d diffused out of her body and was watching strangers discuss a horror film, Sara gripped
the edge of a table to ground herself. Back to the unthinkable reality she was slogging through
as if pulled under by wet sand, her legs became heavy. Sinking lower and lower, she asked,
“Where’s daddy?”Rosalie blasted, “Irving, come here!”Hearing the babbling between them as
Rosalie told him the news, Sara felt like her head was going to explode. The room went in and
out of focus with her father’s wheezing, echoing distress. “Dad, please don’t get worked up over
this.”“I’m fine, Sara…” Irving’s voice cracked. “And you will be too. You’ve got the best insurance
and doctors—that’s what’s important. I have great faith in our medical system. It’s kept me alive,



hasn’t it?”Sara understood he talked to ease his pain. So did she, when she switched the topic
from the diagnosis to the only thing that came to mind. “Any word from Jack?” She rubbed her
temples in a circular motion to release her tension.“No, not for six months now. His medication
must be working.” He went on about current psych drugs and how they seem to be getting
results.“That’s good to hear. Dad, I need to get going now.”Images of that exhausting brain-
fogging conversation faded as Sara’s attention went back to Ben. Thinking about him lifted her
spirits, compared with the jarring drain from her mother’s heart-piercing words. She wondered
what his story was. Although he looked worried that day at Zimmerman’s, he didn’t look
physically ill. It couldn’t be that bad. I wonder if he’s on a study.Wanting to review the data from
hers, she went to the computer to read up on it. Within seconds the information was before her.
This looks too good to be… Oh man, they’re talking of a cure. Just then the phone rang.“Hey.
Perfect timing.”“You sound perky,” said Ellen.“I was just reading some of the other info
Zimmerman told me to check into about the study. Lots of great results.”“I know,” chirped Ellen, “I
asked around.”“And?”“You really did get lucky.”“Oh El, bless you! Exactly what I needed to hear.
And from you.”“Yeah, the truthsayer speaks,” Ellen laughed.“That’s funny. Reminds me of ‘The
Emperor’s New Clothes.’”“Speaking of no clothes, did you phone?”“No!”“Whoa, what’s with the
backlash?”“I’m sorry. It’s stupid to have so much attention on him but I can’t help myself.”“I know.
I know. Please, listen to me. I’m just playing around to lighten things up. I’m not judging. I want
you to be happy, Sara.”“I know you do, El. It’s just that…”Ellen, hearing Sara’s long sigh said, “I
know sex is a big deal for you. And why. I know how important it is for you to feel attractive and
wanted. There’s nothing wrong with that. Absolutely nothing.”“Thanks for understanding.”“You
know it’s totally okay to phone. It’s okay to fantasize over him. That’s a good thing. Focus on
anything that helps your mood.”“I really appreciate your saying that. I do wonder what his
situation is.”Chapter FourPrior to his making the decision to go down to Southern California, Ben
had a full battery of tests at Stanford, including scans and a biopsy. Normally calm, he lost his
cool when he went before the Tumor Board. He was told that he had a 25 percent, one-year
survival rate. Pushing back his cuticles to pacify his nerves, How the hell did I miss this? He tried
to remember if there were symptoms that he’d overlooked, but there were none. By the time the
first sign of indigestion appeared, his condition was too far-gone.“It wasn’t your fault, Ben,” came
from one of the doctors on the board. “That’s the problem with this type of cancer. When
anything becomes apparent, it’s usually advanced.”Ben took a hard swallow, “And you’re sure
about it being pancreatic cancer?” He had hoped that it was a mistake. Even a less-aggressive
cancer, like Lance Armstrong’s advanced testicular cancer that had a strong cure rate, would be
better news than this.“We sent the slides out to Yale for confirmation. It’s the best lab in the
country.”Another doctor interrupted. “Of course, with advances in research, there could be a
breakthrough any time now.”Ben slumped in a heated sweat. “Oh, my God.”The oncologist sitting
next to Ben put a hand on his shoulder. “There is some chemotherapy.”“And what would that do?
It’s just palliative. That’s what you told me, right?”“That’s correct, Ben.”“With the side effects.” He
looked around at the group in lab coats for some sign, something else that could offer him hope.



“What kind of choice is that?”The female doctor responded empathetically, “Not an easy one,
Ben.”The room went silent for what seemed like forever until Ben spoke from a daze. “I need to
be with this for now.”There he was with Stanford’s finest, gathered to offer him his best fighting
chance, and in his case there didn’t seem to be one. After that gruesome meeting, Ben wanted
to talk to his brother Michael, a surgeon, to see if there were other options that may have been
overlooked. He arranged to meet him at the Palo Alto Creamery Fountain & Grill downtown.Ben
sat at the packed restaurant, watching Silicon Valley’s young twenty-to-thirty set, glued to their
iPads and smart phones, when his phone buzzed. “What’s up, Mike? Where are you?”“I just got
out of surgery. I’ll clean up and be there in about fifteen minutes.” In the background blared the
overhead speaker, summoning doctors to stations and nurses to pick up phones—the usual
cacophony at Stanford Medical Center. “Go ahead and order. Get me a hot pastrami on toasted
rye with coleslaw.”Ben regretted that his days of eating that way were over. The diagnosis
prompted him to consult a dietician as part of an attempt to regain his health. Aware that Steve
Jobs extended his life with an alternate health program, including a vegetarian diet, motivated
Ben to give it a try. Not to that extent, but he did agree to cut back on simple whites—white
sugar, rice, and pasta—and avoid fried, high-fat food. When the nutritionist said, “You are what
you eat, so eat healthy,” he knew that although it wasn’t a cure-all, it did make sense.A woman
carrying a tray with plates of food walked past and set them down on the table next to him. The
aroma of grilled beef sent his stomach into spasms, pouring acid into his throat. He motioned the
waitress over to his table, gave Michael’s order and his own. “I’ll have the veggie sandwich.”
When she walked away he popped a couple of antacid tablets into his mouth.Their meals
arrived at the table just before Michael did. “Sorry about that.” He pulled the chair in, grabbed
hold of his sandwich, and took a bite. “So how’d it go?”“Not good.”Michael took a spoonful of
coleslaw and swallowed it down with a sip of water. “What did Bentley have to say?” referring to
an oncological surgeon Michael knew on the board.“That the prognosis is poor.” He paused to
avoid sinking into how hopeless it all was. “You didn’t look at my chart?”“It’s too close for me,
Ben. But if you want me to…”“No, no, you’re right. I don’t want to do that to you.”Michael put
down his sandwich and looked at Ben. “It’s not my area,” his voice was unsteady. “You don’t want
to do the conventional chemo?”“For what? A few added months along with those side effects. I
don’t know what to do. I can’t believe there’s nothing else.”“Well, there may be something,”
Michael was hesitant. “I do know of someone doing advanced work using drugs that were
prescribed for other cancers not yet approved for pancreatic that show promise. It’s not a sure
thing but I trust the person involved. If I were you, I’d give it a shot.”Ben looked up
expectantly.“Remember the other Michael, my roommate from medical
school?”“Zimmerman?”“Yes, he’s an oncologist doing studies at UCLA.”“You have my attention.”
Ben was not convinced. He wanted to grab onto something but needed data, not just words or
attempts to make him feel better. His brother was a realist, a hard, cold-facts doctor, a surgeon,
but he also knew that up till now Michael had not faced any close personal loss in his life. “Do
you honestly think he can help me?”“Yes,” Michael smiled. “And he’ll see you.” He explained to



Ben that Zimmerman was doing his own tests, stretching the policy on safe moral research
practices, but he was dealing with last-resort, no-other-hope patients, some of whom were very
high profile with political connections. “Zimmerman is noted for testing FDA-approved cancer
drugs on other cancers they weren’t sanctioned for. The guy has balls. He’s seeing results,
Ben.”“Seriously?” Synapses firing chemistry of hope crept back into Ben’s system. “That’s
encouraging. Thanks, Mike.”After that conversation, Ben decided to take a leave of absence
from his job in the legal department at NASA to see Michael Zimmerman for a
consultation.~Westwood, bordered by Bel Air and Beverly Hills, is the home of UCLA. Ben sat in
his hotel room in Westwood Village, reflecting back on the lunch with his brother several weeks
ago. The village was a suitable location because of its close proximity to UCLA’s medical school
and hospital. He also wanted to stay in this upbeat place, filled with boutiques, restaurants, and
theaters, to distract his mind from the recent doom and gloom. It was close to Zimmerman when
he did rounds at UCLA, and only a forty-five-minute drive to his office in a densely populated
agricultural city. Ben felt more at home around a college campus that reminded him of Palo
Alto.Relieved that his abdominal pain had lessened since Zimmerman started him on a trial
drug, he began relaxing and got out to explore and enjoy the sights. After a walk in town, the red
light on the phone was blinking. The message from his brother said, “How’s it going? I’m done
for the day so give me a call.”“Mike, you’re off early.” Ben, eyeing the mirror as he spoke, thought
his skin looked lighter from when he was in Palo Alto.“How are you?”“I think I’m doing better.
Zimmerman has me on some drug. I’ve got less nausea.”“You still have any?”“Yeah, but it
depends on what I eat,” he grinned. “I’ve been fudging it a bit.”His Name was BenPaulette
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as a lonely writer banging away on the keyboard, creating characters for readers to love and
hate, forming the core of the story. Yet what brings these alive on the page is never a singular
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Lee Fullbright, Dr. William Fox, Deb Norton, Wanda Hartzenberg, Lorna Lee, and Terry Mahurin,
a heartfelt debt of gratitude for your feedback, which helped give shape and direction to this
narrative.A special acknowledgment to the real Ben and Sara, who I had the privilege of working
with several years ago. They shared their stories and personal feelings with me both together
and separately, which was initially written by myself and published as an award-winning short
story while I was in college. Although this account has been fictionalized (the names of the
characters and some scenes have been changed), it is based on actual events. In portraying the
integrity of Ben and Sara’s relationship, I have taken the liberty to include both of their points of
view. The two sides are not of equal content; Sara had more to say. Though some of the facts
have been changed, their love story is authentic.AcknowledgmentsWe sometimes think of an
author as a lonely writer banging away on the keyboard, creating characters for readers to love
and hate, forming the core of the story. Yet what brings these alive on the page is never a
singular task.Thank you, Ryan Cheal, Deb Wall, and Margaret Dodd, my editors. To Christoph
Fischer, Lee Fullbright, Dr. William Fox, Deb Norton, Wanda Hartzenberg, Lorna Lee, and Terry
Mahurin, a heartfelt debt of gratitude for your feedback, which helped give shape and direction
to this narrative.A special acknowledgment to the real Ben and Sara, who I had the privilege of
working with several years ago. They shared their stories and personal feelings with me both
together and separately, which was initially written by myself and published as an award-winning
short story while I was in college. Although this account has been fictionalized (the names of the
characters and some scenes have been changed), it is based on actual events. In portraying the
integrity of Ben and Sara’s relationship, I have taken the liberty to include both of their points of
view. The two sides are not of equal content; Sara had more to say. Though some of the facts
have been changed, their love story is authentic.Being deeply loved by someone gives you
strength, while loving someone deeply gives you courage.Lao-tzuBeing deeply loved by
someone gives you strength, while loving someone deeply gives you courage.Lao-tzuChapter
OneIt was just past three in the morning when Sara Phillips looked over to the clock on the
nightstand. Tazzie, why can’t I sleep like you? Snuggling close to her Rottweiler, feeling the
short black-and-tan hair on her cheek and the robust contour of the dog’s chest, she felt a
comfort that she was not alone. She wondered how many pills from a nearly full bottle of Ativan
in the bathroom would be needed to take her life.Tazzie, in a deep snoring slumber, twitched a
paw into Sara’s face as if to say Stop that kind of thinking. Sara wasn’t that badly off, not yet, but
should things continue along as they had, Tazzie’s gesture would not deter her; nothing
would.The hours passed, and somewhere in there Sara had drifted off, as her phone woke her
just after eight. Who’s calling at this time in the morning? She jerked up to hear the message on
the answering machine.Listening to her voice, recorded several years ago, full of life and cheer,



was opposite to how she felt now. You’ve reached Sara. I’d love to talk to you but if I haven’t
picked up, I’m not home and will get back to you. Please leave a message and have a great day.
“Sara, it’s Dr. Zimmerman…”She grabbed the phone. “I’m here.” Filtering her calls was a
necessity, to avoid attrition from the well-wishing callers who further drained her depleted
energy.“We’ve got good news.”The liveliness in his voice took her breath away. “Really?”“You’ve
been accepted into a study.” The doctor explained some of the specifics to her. “It looks good,
Sara. Can you come over to my office now and we’ll go over the details and get you started?”The
heart-pounding news sent her trembling, believing that somehow it was a trick, and at the other
end of the joke she’d once again be betrayed by the facts. It wasn’t Zimmerman she doubted, as
he’d always been up-front with her. Rather, it was her experience as a nurse practitioner and
what she’d seen that caused the mistrust. She didn’t want to drop into fanciful thinking that
miracles happen out of nowhere. Not to her, they didn’t. But she’d seen things change on a dime
with new drugs coming out; she’d seen cures come out of the blue. What’s that about? Still
shaking, replaying the uncharacteristic enthusiasm in Zimmerman’s tone, she knew she must
take the chance. “Okay,” her voice shuddered, “I’ll get ready and be there right away.”The shock
waves from the conversation decreased as Sara dressed. She thought about the hell she’d been
through with Zimmerman guiding her along on the rollercoaster ride her life had become, trying
desperately to find something to grab hold of to check the cancer ravaging her body. Since her
first oncology appointment with him, once healed from her double mastectomy, she liked him.
The look in his eyes, the difficulty he communicated through when there was bad news, and the
amount of time he took, allowing her to cry and let her honest feelings out, all told there was
integrity and authenticity to this man. Of late she had plunged into a silent darkness that dared to
show no light at the end—not until this phone call. It’s a very promising study. He exuded a
certainty, a welcome change from the disappointments.Sara let Taz outside and grabbed her
sunglasses and keys. Fumbling with the car door, she dropped her purse. Slow down. The musty
dog odor, sunbaked into the car seat, made her squeamish and she opened the windows to air
out the stench. An adjustment to the rearview mirror reflected a gaunt face. Punching on the CD
player Leonard Cohen’s voice sounded, “I’m Your Man,” as she stared a few more seconds. “Not
enough makeup on my eyes.” She smiled at the blush of pink on her cheeks and laughed at the
fact she cared about how she looked when it had been so long since she wore even lip gloss. A
few deep respirations released the nausea in her belly.Close to thirty minutes later she pulled
into the large medical center parking lot. Noticing Mercedes and BMWs in spots reserved for
doctors while Hondas and Fords filled patients’ slots, So typical, she shook her head. Up at the
third-floor suite the waiting room was already full of patients. “Dr. Zimmerman told me to just
come in.”“Hi Sara, yes,” the receptionist smiled, “he’s expecting you.”Zimmerman rose from his
leather swivel chair. “This is very good news,” and pulled out a seat for her. “Come, sit
here.”Although she didn’t like taking up his time when she knew how busy he was, one look at
his relaxed face and the dike burst.Reaching for a box of tissues, “It’s okay to,” he handed her
one, “let it out.”Zimmerman had been a lifeline for Sara, right up to the last bout of chemo that



created more adverse reactions than it benefited. Too many of her questions were addressed
with shaking his head and apologizing that he had no answers other than to continue more of
the same, which had become intolerable for her.“Do you genuinely think it’ll help me?” This time
was different—she didn’t fear his response—it felt right in her bones, pained from the cancer
spread.“The results are remarkable. We’re seeing full remissions in advanced cases.”On the
phone he had mentioned that the side effects were minimal. Still, it seemed too good to be true
and she needed reassurance that she wouldn’t be putting herself through more bouts of
vomiting, diarrhea, and fatigue. “What are the side effects?”“Mild flu-like symptoms.” His deep
brown eyes shone with conviction as he said, “And some nausea but it’s slight. I’m convinced it’s
the right thing for you to do.”A snarl of emotions tainted with skepticism pounded her. But the
way he spoke and looked at her showed a confidence that put her at ease. Although treatment
failures in the past were discouraging, she was never let down because of a false promise from
Zimmerman. Desperately wanting to relax into this unexpected turn of events, she knew her
decision was made the minute she saw him. “Okay,” she dried her eyes and blew her nose. “How
long will I be on it before I start to see results?” A sharp pain in her right hip yanked her attention
into her body. Wincing, she added, “If they’re going to happen.”“Some of the subjects are
noticing changes in a couple of weeks with follow-up scans at four, eight, and twelve weeks
showing marked reduction in tumor size. There’s a lot of favorable data. It’s in the final phase
before FDA approval. It’s perfect timing for you since it’s been well tested.”Her airway expanded.
“What do I need to do to get started?” He held out a packet of papers. “Fill these out and we’ll fax
them over to UCLA. They’re expecting the paperwork today. Once they okay it, you can start.”
She looked down at the forms, her slender arm firm.“Today?”“Yes,” he smiled.~The lights
overhead flickered when a handsome man, dressed in ivy-league clothes, opened the door.
Noticing a loose screw on the switch plate, he told the receptionist, “Looks like someone needs
to tighten that up.”Sara was instantly drawn to him. Curious, she tried to hear what he said, but
withdrew into herself when he turned around holding a clipboard and headed toward the empty
chair beside her. Does he see how thin I am? She concentrated on her wasted appearance. For
Sara, the loss of her looks, what she felt was her sensuality, was a loss of self-worth. It surprised
her that it even mattered how she looked to him, but it did as his eyes made contact with hers.
He’s so good-looking. Am I nuts? I’m a cancer patient and he probably is also. Aware of him
settling into the chair, she tensed. This is ridiculous. Shriveling into her skin, the heat of his body
made her flush as she fumbled with a magazine, trying to think of something to say to him. “Your
first visit?”He stopped writing but didn’t take his eyes off the form. “Yes.”Seeing his distress, she
couldn’t help wanting to engage him. “He’s a great doctor.”“Um-hum.” He carried on
writing.Glancing over at him, she noticed his curly hair and straight nose, how it scrunched up
pulling his eyes together when he was thinking. So cute. She strained to see his name was Ben.
Two seats over, whispers drew her focus away. “I wonder why he’s here,” said an elderly woman.
“He doesn’t look ill to me.”Christ, folks, I can hear you! It’s true though, he doesn’t look ill but he’s
filling out a patient intake form. Sara’s heart sped up as she peeked back and caught sight of his



phone number and that he was fifty-two, five years older than she. I can’t believe I’m doing this.
She stood and made her way to the reception desk, “Can I use your restroom?”Returning to her
seat, with his number tucked into her purse, she was glad he didn’t look up at her. Feeling
awkward because of what she had just done, she watched him reach for a newspaper.He fussed
with the pages, obviously not reading anything.Sara felt the familiar, agitated energy he exuded
and blurted out, “I really like Zimmerman.”“Excuse me?”“I don’t mean to be nosy, but I thought…
well, it looks like your first visit here and,” she took a hard swallow, “I could have used someone
to talk to my initial…”Turning toward her, “I appreciate you making the effort but…” That’s when
he actually took a look at her and saw how attractive she was, underweight but very pretty with
short hair, large hazel eyes, and a small nose surrounded with freckles—an earthy appearance
that appealed to him.With his gaze still on her, “Sometimes it helps to talk to another patient, a
stranger,” she smiled. “I don’t know… I mean, why not?”Shifting gears, he asked her, “How’s it
going for you?”“Today’s a good day.”The light in her eyes and lilt as she spoke sat well with him.
“That’s great.”A nurse opened the door to the back area. “Mr. Gottlieb,” she waited, “Ben
Gottlieb?”As he shuffled to get up, Sara said, “Good luck in there.”Looking back at her, his eyes
held sorrow. “Thanks. I need it.”There was something about his voice that spread through her
body like food, energizing her. God, he’s gorgeous. She wondered about him, what his story
was, and hoped he would be finished before she had to leave.~Sara’s initial treatment went
smoothly. She was done and on her way home in a couple of hours. The midafternoon sun
glared from the bumper of the car in front of hers. Switching lanes to avoid the blinding light, she
noticed the orange wildflowers blooming along the highway. She was glad to say goodbye to the
unusually cold winter and smiled as she drove past blossoms and leaves filling the empty
branches of trees. Approaching her street, she thought of phoning her best friend Ellen to bring
her up to speed.The two women had been friends for the better part of the last twenty-five years,
when they met during their senior year in nursing school, and afterwards landed jobs working in
the same emergency room. They had been through divorces, tragedies, joys, vacations, and
checking off bucket-list items together, but at no time did they ever envision that one of them
would have cancer at an early age.“So, how’d it go?” asked Ellen.“It went well, better than
expected. But…” Doubt resurfaced that maybe she was deluding herself. Sara tried to push it
aside, to no avail.“What?”“I hope I’m not fooling myself, but the few other patients there did look
good.”“You don’t need to entertain any skepticism without reason. I doubt that Zimmerman would
have built up your hopes on something that wasn’t promising. He gave you facts, not a lot of
exalted hot air. Right?”“Yes.”“I can understand your caution. However, this time I think you’re safe
to hope for the best. With what you’ve been through, how could it get worse than that?”“Good
point,” Sara rested her legs on the coffee table by the couch. “But what if…”“Let’s just see what
happens. Today was unanticipated. Breakthroughs and miracles do occur. Hold that
thought.”“Yeah,” Sara repositioned a pillow behind her back, “you’re right. I need to stay positive.
How you doing?”“Tired.” Ellen continued, “Some bad stuff came in last night…but you don’t
need to hear about that. This will perk you up—Kincaid asked Jolie out last night. That guy,” she



laughed, “can’t keep his pants on. Predictable!” Creating levity, Ellen kept Sara up on the
emergency room gossip while she was on sick leave.“I almost forgot. Oh, man, I did something
stupid. I can’t believe I did it.”“What?”“There was this guy…” Sara squirmed, “I’m embarrassed to
say…”“What’d you do?”“This good-looking guy came into Zimmerman’s office and sat next to
me. Amazing blue eyes, great thin body, the preppie look I like. First visit.”“How’d you know
that?”“I’m getting there. He was filling out an intake form.”“And?”Sara bumbled, “I glanced over
and read what he wrote.”“What’s wrong with that? You’re human and,” Ellen cleared her throat,
“hey, if he was that good looking…”Tazzie hopped up next to Sara, circled, and plopped down. “I
noticed his phone number…”“And?”“I went to the bathroom and wrote it down. It’s in my purse.”“I
knew it! He was that good looking!” Ellen was cathartic for Sara, who in the past obsessed over
guys and her sex-driven need for them, which had dried up since her diagnosis. “This is the first
mention of a man since you took ill. It’s a good sign.”“Seriously, El, my first day on the study and I
can’t stop thinking of this guy. What’s wrong with me? And to violate his boundary like
that.”“What’d you do that was so wrong? And that you did it, that you’re even interested, is
terrific!”“What? You’re playing with me, right? You’re just playing.”“No, I’m dead serious. You’ve
been out of it for so long. Surgery, chemo, radiation, one cave-in after another, and suddenly
your whole life changed. Not only did you get into a study that can save your life, you met a guy. I
love it!”“I wouldn’t exactly say,” Sara’s voice cracked, “I met a guy.”“Did you talk to him?”“Very
little.”“And?”“He’s a patient, for Christ’s sake. And I’m getting all excited over him. I barely started
a study. I don’t even know if it’ll work and I’m preoccupied with wanting to be attractive to this
guy.”Ellen laughed.“What’s so damn funny?”“It’s healthy.” Ellen continued laughing.Sara listened
to the bubbling relief pouring out of Ellen, the lightness in her voice, and realized how ridiculous
she was being. After what she’d been through, it was absurd that she felt her moral compass
was out of whack because of a stranger she sat next to that she’d probably never see again.You
going to phone him?”“No! Are you kidding?”“What are you going to do with his number?”“Throw
it out,” she rubbed Tazzie’s head, “as soon as we get off the phone.”“Let me know after you call
him,” Ellen laughed. “I gotta go and get ready for work.”“Okay, hope it’s better than last
night.”Feeling hot and sticky from the warm day, Sara showered. Drying herself before a mirror,
she examined the scars from the mastectomies that couldn’t be repaired cosmetically while the
cancer cells still raged through her body and glowed in scans. For the first time since the horror
began, she wondered if she would have that plastic surgery reparation. Ellen’s right. It’s pleasing
to think of being with a man.Chapter OneIt was just past three in the morning when Sara Phillips
looked over to the clock on the nightstand. Tazzie, why can’t I sleep like you? Snuggling close to
her Rottweiler, feeling the short black-and-tan hair on her cheek and the robust contour of the
dog’s chest, she felt a comfort that she was not alone. She wondered how many pills from a
nearly full bottle of Ativan in the bathroom would be needed to take her life.Tazzie, in a deep
snoring slumber, twitched a paw into Sara’s face as if to say Stop that kind of thinking. Sara
wasn’t that badly off, not yet, but should things continue along as they had, Tazzie’s gesture
would not deter her; nothing would.The hours passed, and somewhere in there Sara had drifted



off, as her phone woke her just after eight. Who’s calling at this time in the morning? She jerked
up to hear the message on the answering machine.Listening to her voice, recorded several
years ago, full of life and cheer, was opposite to how she felt now. You’ve reached Sara. I’d love
to talk to you but if I haven’t picked up, I’m not home and will get back to you. Please leave a
message and have a great day. “Sara, it’s Dr. Zimmerman…”She grabbed the phone. “I’m here.”
Filtering her calls was a necessity, to avoid attrition from the well-wishing callers who further
drained her depleted energy.“We’ve got good news.”The liveliness in his voice took her breath
away. “Really?”“You’ve been accepted into a study.” The doctor explained some of the specifics
to her. “It looks good, Sara. Can you come over to my office now and we’ll go over the details and
get you started?”The heart-pounding news sent her trembling, believing that somehow it was a
trick, and at the other end of the joke she’d once again be betrayed by the facts. It wasn’t
Zimmerman she doubted, as he’d always been up-front with her. Rather, it was her experience
as a nurse practitioner and what she’d seen that caused the mistrust. She didn’t want to drop
into fanciful thinking that miracles happen out of nowhere. Not to her, they didn’t. But she’d seen
things change on a dime with new drugs coming out; she’d seen cures come out of the blue.
What’s that about? Still shaking, replaying the uncharacteristic enthusiasm in Zimmerman’s
tone, she knew she must take the chance. “Okay,” her voice shuddered, “I’ll get ready and be
there right away.”The shock waves from the conversation decreased as Sara dressed. She
thought about the hell she’d been through with Zimmerman guiding her along on the
rollercoaster ride her life had become, trying desperately to find something to grab hold of to
check the cancer ravaging her body. Since her first oncology appointment with him, once healed
from her double mastectomy, she liked him. The look in his eyes, the difficulty he communicated
through when there was bad news, and the amount of time he took, allowing her to cry and let
her honest feelings out, all told there was integrity and authenticity to this man. Of late she had
plunged into a silent darkness that dared to show no light at the end—not until this phone call.
It’s a very promising study. He exuded a certainty, a welcome change from the
disappointments.Sara let Taz outside and grabbed her sunglasses and keys. Fumbling with the
car door, she dropped her purse. Slow down. The musty dog odor, sunbaked into the car seat,
made her squeamish and she opened the windows to air out the stench. An adjustment to the
rearview mirror reflected a gaunt face. Punching on the CD player Leonard Cohen’s voice
sounded, “I’m Your Man,” as she stared a few more seconds. “Not enough makeup on my eyes.”
She smiled at the blush of pink on her cheeks and laughed at the fact she cared about how she
looked when it had been so long since she wore even lip gloss. A few deep respirations released
the nausea in her belly.Close to thirty minutes later she pulled into the large medical center
parking lot. Noticing Mercedes and BMWs in spots reserved for doctors while Hondas and
Fords filled patients’ slots, So typical, she shook her head. Up at the third-floor suite the waiting
room was already full of patients. “Dr. Zimmerman told me to just come in.”“Hi Sara, yes,” the
receptionist smiled, “he’s expecting you.”Zimmerman rose from his leather swivel chair. “This is
very good news,” and pulled out a seat for her. “Come, sit here.”Although she didn’t like taking up



his time when she knew how busy he was, one look at his relaxed face and the dike
burst.Reaching for a box of tissues, “It’s okay to,” he handed her one, “let it out.”Zimmerman had
been a lifeline for Sara, right up to the last bout of chemo that created more adverse reactions
than it benefited. Too many of her questions were addressed with shaking his head and
apologizing that he had no answers other than to continue more of the same, which had become
intolerable for her.“Do you genuinely think it’ll help me?” This time was different—she didn’t fear
his response—it felt right in her bones, pained from the cancer spread.“The results are
remarkable. We’re seeing full remissions in advanced cases.”On the phone he had mentioned
that the side effects were minimal. Still, it seemed too good to be true and she needed
reassurance that she wouldn’t be putting herself through more bouts of vomiting, diarrhea, and
fatigue. “What are the side effects?”“Mild flu-like symptoms.” His deep brown eyes shone with
conviction as he said, “And some nausea but it’s slight. I’m convinced it’s the right thing for you to
do.”A snarl of emotions tainted with skepticism pounded her. But the way he spoke and looked at
her showed a confidence that put her at ease. Although treatment failures in the past were
discouraging, she was never let down because of a false promise from Zimmerman. Desperately
wanting to relax into this unexpected turn of events, she knew her decision was made the minute
she saw him. “Okay,” she dried her eyes and blew her nose. “How long will I be on it before I start
to see results?” A sharp pain in her right hip yanked her attention into her body. Wincing, she
added, “If they’re going to happen.”“Some of the subjects are noticing changes in a couple of
weeks with follow-up scans at four, eight, and twelve weeks showing marked reduction in tumor
size. There’s a lot of favorable data. It’s in the final phase before FDA approval. It’s perfect timing
for you since it’s been well tested.”Her airway expanded. “What do I need to do to get started?”
He held out a packet of papers. “Fill these out and we’ll fax them over to UCLA. They’re
expecting the paperwork today. Once they okay it, you can start.” She looked down at the forms,
her slender arm firm.“Today?”“Yes,” he smiled.~The lights overhead flickered when a handsome
man, dressed in ivy-league clothes, opened the door. Noticing a loose screw on the switch plate,
he told the receptionist, “Looks like someone needs to tighten that up.”Sara was instantly drawn
to him. Curious, she tried to hear what he said, but withdrew into herself when he turned around
holding a clipboard and headed toward the empty chair beside her. Does he see how thin I am?
She concentrated on her wasted appearance. For Sara, the loss of her looks, what she felt was
her sensuality, was a loss of self-worth. It surprised her that it even mattered how she looked to
him, but it did as his eyes made contact with hers. He’s so good-looking. Am I nuts? I’m a cancer
patient and he probably is also. Aware of him settling into the chair, she tensed. This is
ridiculous. Shriveling into her skin, the heat of his body made her flush as she fumbled with a
magazine, trying to think of something to say to him. “Your first visit?”He stopped writing but
didn’t take his eyes off the form. “Yes.”Seeing his distress, she couldn’t help wanting to engage
him. “He’s a great doctor.”“Um-hum.” He carried on writing.Glancing over at him, she noticed his
curly hair and straight nose, how it scrunched up pulling his eyes together when he was thinking.
So cute. She strained to see his name was Ben. Two seats over, whispers drew her focus away.



“I wonder why he’s here,” said an elderly woman. “He doesn’t look ill to me.”Christ, folks, I can
hear you! It’s true though, he doesn’t look ill but he’s filling out a patient intake form. Sara’s heart
sped up as she peeked back and caught sight of his phone number and that he was fifty-two,
five years older than she. I can’t believe I’m doing this. She stood and made her way to the
reception desk, “Can I use your restroom?”Returning to her seat, with his number tucked into her
purse, she was glad he didn’t look up at her. Feeling awkward because of what she had just
done, she watched him reach for a newspaper.He fussed with the pages, obviously not reading
anything.Sara felt the familiar, agitated energy he exuded and blurted out, “I really like
Zimmerman.”“Excuse me?”“I don’t mean to be nosy, but I thought…well, it looks like your first
visit here and,” she took a hard swallow, “I could have used someone to talk to my
initial…”Turning toward her, “I appreciate you making the effort but…” That’s when he actually
took a look at her and saw how attractive she was, underweight but very pretty with short hair,
large hazel eyes, and a small nose surrounded with freckles—an earthy appearance that
appealed to him.With his gaze still on her, “Sometimes it helps to talk to another patient, a
stranger,” she smiled. “I don’t know… I mean, why not?”Shifting gears, he asked her, “How’s it
going for you?”“Today’s a good day.”The light in her eyes and lilt as she spoke sat well with him.
“That’s great.”A nurse opened the door to the back area. “Mr. Gottlieb,” she waited, “Ben
Gottlieb?”As he shuffled to get up, Sara said, “Good luck in there.”Looking back at her, his eyes
held sorrow. “Thanks. I need it.”There was something about his voice that spread through her
body like food, energizing her. God, he’s gorgeous. She wondered about him, what his story
was, and hoped he would be finished before she had to leave.~Sara’s initial treatment went
smoothly. She was done and on her way home in a couple of hours. The midafternoon sun
glared from the bumper of the car in front of hers. Switching lanes to avoid the blinding light, she
noticed the orange wildflowers blooming along the highway. She was glad to say goodbye to the
unusually cold winter and smiled as she drove past blossoms and leaves filling the empty
branches of trees. Approaching her street, she thought of phoning her best friend Ellen to bring
her up to speed.The two women had been friends for the better part of the last twenty-five years,
when they met during their senior year in nursing school, and afterwards landed jobs working in
the same emergency room. They had been through divorces, tragedies, joys, vacations, and
checking off bucket-list items together, but at no time did they ever envision that one of them
would have cancer at an early age.“So, how’d it go?” asked Ellen.“It went well, better than
expected. But…” Doubt resurfaced that maybe she was deluding herself. Sara tried to push it
aside, to no avail.“What?”“I hope I’m not fooling myself, but the few other patients there did look
good.”“You don’t need to entertain any skepticism without reason. I doubt that Zimmerman would
have built up your hopes on something that wasn’t promising. He gave you facts, not a lot of
exalted hot air. Right?”“Yes.”“I can understand your caution. However, this time I think you’re safe
to hope for the best. With what you’ve been through, how could it get worse than that?”“Good
point,” Sara rested her legs on the coffee table by the couch. “But what if…”“Let’s just see what
happens. Today was unanticipated. Breakthroughs and miracles do occur. Hold that



thought.”“Yeah,” Sara repositioned a pillow behind her back, “you’re right. I need to stay positive.
How you doing?”“Tired.” Ellen continued, “Some bad stuff came in last night…but you don’t
need to hear about that. This will perk you up—Kincaid asked Jolie out last night. That guy,” she
laughed, “can’t keep his pants on. Predictable!” Creating levity, Ellen kept Sara up on the
emergency room gossip while she was on sick leave.“I almost forgot. Oh, man, I did something
stupid. I can’t believe I did it.”“What?”“There was this guy…” Sara squirmed, “I’m embarrassed to
say…”“What’d you do?”“This good-looking guy came into Zimmerman’s office and sat next to
me. Amazing blue eyes, great thin body, the preppie look I like. First visit.”“How’d you know
that?”“I’m getting there. He was filling out an intake form.”“And?”Sara bumbled, “I glanced over
and read what he wrote.”“What’s wrong with that? You’re human and,” Ellen cleared her throat,
“hey, if he was that good looking…”Tazzie hopped up next to Sara, circled, and plopped down. “I
noticed his phone number…”“And?”“I went to the bathroom and wrote it down. It’s in my purse.”“I
knew it! He was that good looking!” Ellen was cathartic for Sara, who in the past obsessed over
guys and her sex-driven need for them, which had dried up since her diagnosis. “This is the first
mention of a man since you took ill. It’s a good sign.”“Seriously, El, my first day on the study and I
can’t stop thinking of this guy. What’s wrong with me? And to violate his boundary like
that.”“What’d you do that was so wrong? And that you did it, that you’re even interested, is
terrific!”“What? You’re playing with me, right? You’re just playing.”“No, I’m dead serious. You’ve
been out of it for so long. Surgery, chemo, radiation, one cave-in after another, and suddenly
your whole life changed. Not only did you get into a study that can save your life, you met a guy. I
love it!”“I wouldn’t exactly say,” Sara’s voice cracked, “I met a guy.”“Did you talk to him?”“Very
little.”“And?”“He’s a patient, for Christ’s sake. And I’m getting all excited over him. I barely started
a study. I don’t even know if it’ll work and I’m preoccupied with wanting to be attractive to this
guy.”Ellen laughed.“What’s so damn funny?”“It’s healthy.” Ellen continued laughing.Sara listened
to the bubbling relief pouring out of Ellen, the lightness in her voice, and realized how ridiculous
she was being. After what she’d been through, it was absurd that she felt her moral compass
was out of whack because of a stranger she sat next to that she’d probably never see again.You
going to phone him?”“No! Are you kidding?”“What are you going to do with his number?”“Throw
it out,” she rubbed Tazzie’s head, “as soon as we get off the phone.”“Let me know after you call
him,” Ellen laughed. “I gotta go and get ready for work.”“Okay, hope it’s better than last
night.”Feeling hot and sticky from the warm day, Sara showered. Drying herself before a mirror,
she examined the scars from the mastectomies that couldn’t be repaired cosmetically while the
cancer cells still raged through her body and glowed in scans. For the first time since the horror
began, she wondered if she would have that plastic surgery reparation. Ellen’s right. It’s pleasing
to think of being with a man.Chapter TwoSara rummaged through her refrigerator to find
something to eat before going to bed. She decided on a baked potato she’d picked at the night
before. While adding a dollop of sour cream and popping the plate into the microwave, her dog
sat staring. “How about lending me some of your appetite, Taz?” Tazzie raised a paw and
barked. “You’re not going to let up till you get your treat.” Sara reached into the stash of dog



cookies and threw one. “Good catch.” She grabbed her supper and they went to the bedroom.An
hour later, with her food barely touched, Sara sat in bed trying to finish the last chapter of the
book she was reading. The sweltering spring weather, similar to a particular March evening two
years ago when her symptoms first started, triggered memories.She remembered waking
around two in the morning, her nightgown drenched in perspiration. Why am I so hot? Sleeping,
Taz showed no signs of panting from a heated night. It took a hefty dose of Benadryl to get Sara
back to sleep.A week passed and there was another episode of pre-dawn sweats but this time
her dog’s frantic sniffing and nudging at her right breast woke her. “Tazzie, stop!” The
mammogram her doctor ordered had shown a suspicious calcification.The day Ellen drove her
to the breast surgeon, the bright bougainvillea along the roadside strangling other plants
reminded her that aberrant cancer cells in her own body might be taking over. All around, the
signs of spring with bees and birds busily pollinating made her think of women with new life
growing in their wombs. It filled her with a deep sorrow that she might be facing her own
mortality. Negative thinking relentlessly flooded her mind, like a hose that had sprung a leak.
There’s a mass kept replaying.How many times do I have to relive this? Blinking away tears, she
moved her hand under the sheet into her nightie, to the rough wrinkles and edges of scar tissue
that had failed to heal in normal time because of infection, delaying chemo and radiation
treatment. Touching the place where her breasts were removed, parts of her body that had given
pleasure, now felt only the pressure of her fingers.Remembering the night before the surgery,
crying to Ellen that the sleep medication wasn’t working, she tried to ease her fear; what she
didn’t want to face was that she’d no longer be attractive or desirable to a man. Did Ben trigger
this? I was feeling so good. Why does this keep coming back up?Wanting to escape the mental
pictures that refused to leave, she gazed at the page before her, trying to forget the trauma.
Unable to stop the avalanche of thinking, she got up and put a load of laundry into the washing
machine. The low rotating vibration against Sara’s body stirred sensations and she was once
again reminded of Ben. As the wash swished in the sudsy water, she thought of how his eyes
made her feel, the motion of his hand—slow and suggestive—gliding the pen over the form he
filled out. She imagined his fingers on her body, moving gently between her legs with his lips on
her neck. The meager tingles of arousal were a revival she welcomed.Sara relished the idea of
being with a man anew, but first things first; it was way too soon to know what would happen with
the study. I’m so out of shape. I hope I get my strength back so I can exercise.Prior to becoming
ill, she was compulsive about walking miles with her dog, and when she could no longer do that,
she took to her stationary bike. Of late, she was too lethargic to do much more than walk from
room to room. She missed being outdoors among the hikers and bikers, people on horseback,
and tourists coming to relax in beautiful Ojai, where she lived. Please give me energy, she spoke
to the mysterious ethers. It’s all I ask. For now, she laughed.Chapter TwoSara rummaged
through her refrigerator to find something to eat before going to bed. She decided on a baked
potato she’d picked at the night before. While adding a dollop of sour cream and popping the
plate into the microwave, her dog sat staring. “How about lending me some of your appetite,



Taz?” Tazzie raised a paw and barked. “You’re not going to let up till you get your treat.” Sara
reached into the stash of dog cookies and threw one. “Good catch.” She grabbed her supper
and they went to the bedroom.An hour later, with her food barely touched, Sara sat in bed trying
to finish the last chapter of the book she was reading. The sweltering spring weather, similar to a
particular March evening two years ago when her symptoms first started, triggered
memories.She remembered waking around two in the morning, her nightgown drenched in
perspiration. Why am I so hot? Sleeping, Taz showed no signs of panting from a heated night. It
took a hefty dose of Benadryl to get Sara back to sleep.A week passed and there was another
episode of pre-dawn sweats but this time her dog’s frantic sniffing and nudging at her right
breast woke her. “Tazzie, stop!” The mammogram her doctor ordered had shown a suspicious
calcification.The day Ellen drove her to the breast surgeon, the bright bougainvillea along the
roadside strangling other plants reminded her that aberrant cancer cells in her own body might
be taking over. All around, the signs of spring with bees and birds busily pollinating made her
think of women with new life growing in their wombs. It filled her with a deep sorrow that she
might be facing her own mortality. Negative thinking relentlessly flooded her mind, like a hose
that had sprung a leak. There’s a mass kept replaying.How many times do I have to relive this?
Blinking away tears, she moved her hand under the sheet into her nightie, to the rough wrinkles
and edges of scar tissue that had failed to heal in normal time because of infection, delaying
chemo and radiation treatment. Touching the place where her breasts were removed, parts of
her body that had given pleasure, now felt only the pressure of her fingers.Remembering the
night before the surgery, crying to Ellen that the sleep medication wasn’t working, she tried to
ease her fear; what she didn’t want to face was that she’d no longer be attractive or desirable to
a man. Did Ben trigger this? I was feeling so good. Why does this keep coming back up?Wanting
to escape the mental pictures that refused to leave, she gazed at the page before her, trying to
forget the trauma. Unable to stop the avalanche of thinking, she got up and put a load of laundry
into the washing machine. The low rotating vibration against Sara’s body stirred sensations and
she was once again reminded of Ben. As the wash swished in the sudsy water, she thought of
how his eyes made her feel, the motion of his hand—slow and suggestive—gliding the pen over
the form he filled out. She imagined his fingers on her body, moving gently between her legs
with his lips on her neck. The meager tingles of arousal were a revival she welcomed.Sara
relished the idea of being with a man anew, but first things first; it was way too soon to know
what would happen with the study. I’m so out of shape. I hope I get my strength back so I can
exercise.Prior to becoming ill, she was compulsive about walking miles with her dog, and when
she could no longer do that, she took to her stationary bike. Of late, she was too lethargic to do
much more than walk from room to room. She missed being outdoors among the hikers and
bikers, people on horseback, and tourists coming to relax in beautiful Ojai, where she lived.
Please give me energy, she spoke to the mysterious ethers. It’s all I ask. For now, she
laughed.Chapter ThreeSara found out about Ojai, the small California town nestled among oak,
pepper and eucalyptus trees, while working in the emergency room. Having just come off a stint



of twelve-hour shifts, she wanted to veg out. Knowing there would be way too many distractions
at home to relax, she researched spas within driving distance and found one located in Ojai. It
was seventy miles from where she lived and a twenty-minute drive to Ellen, who commuted into
Los Angeles County where they both worked. After spending a week immersed in its lush natural
beauty, on a fluke she met a realtor who offered to show her around.She never regretted the
spontaneous decision to move there ten years earlier when she purchased a 1950s ranch house
and fixed it up. Painting the walls multicolor brought it alive, with art, pottery, and photos of family
and friends making it a cozy nest. Large windows framed the abundant foliage, like living in a
tree house. It was what she needed to put a divorce behind her and start a new life with renewed
purpose.The cancer diagnosis changed that, until the unexpected occurred—being accepted
into the study and the buzz over meeting Ben. With attention riveted on his phone number, the
rational cells in Sara’s brain ping-ponged back and forth. What would I say if I called him? Her
mouth went dry, reminding her of telling her parents about the results from the
biopsy.Recollecting the two agitated days and sleepless nights staring hesitatingly at the
telephone, detesting every aspect of the chaotic situation violently forced on her, she cringed.
Knowing that her mother Rosalie was stoic with a rough-edge attitude and would handle it didn’t
allay the gut-twisting nervousness that the news could endanger her father Irving’s health. He’d
already had two heart attacks.There was also her brother Jack, who she hoped wasn’t home to
complicate things. She remembered being told by an aunt that ever since Sara was a baby,
“Something was wrong with him.” When her brother first left home, she was so young she didn’t
recall much about him. She knew from an early age that when he was around, the house grew
silent and uncomfortable. Years later, she learned he was schizophrenic. The extra stress of
Jack being there wasn’t needed.When Sara finally got the courage to dial, Rosalie picked up.
“Hello.”Sara’s abdomen anxiously gurgled. “Hi mom. How’s dad?” A blunt laconic, “Today’s
okay,” was nothing new. Neither was the long uninvolved pause, waiting for Sara to speak.Trying
to find a way to say it, “Mom…” Apprehensive to utter the words, fearful that she would then have
to face them, Sara flushed hot as though she was running a fever. With disbelief pulsing through
her veins, she quietly hoped she’d hear compassion, that everything would be okay, that maybe
there had been a mistake. Anything encouraging that would lessen the shocking news she was
about to tell her mother.Rosalie grunted out a curt “What do you want?”Her mother’s coldness lit
Sara’s stomach on fire. Taking in a deep slow breath, “I have bad news—”Rosalie came back
with a razor-sharp “What?” When no instant response came from her daughter, she smacked
her lips. “Oh, for Christ’s sake, Sara, what’s the bad news now?”Why do you have to be so damn
difficult? Give me a break! She wanted to throw the phone down. “I don’t know how to say
this.”The line went silent.Walking through the narrowest of doors her mother barely left open, she
blurted out, “I have breast cancer.” Sick inside, she told her mother that the diagnosis was the
worst kind of malignancy and it was in her nodes. What started in the right breast showed
radiographic spread to the left, necessitating a double mastectomy, the sooner the
better.Rosalie gasped.Feeling as if she’d diffused out of her body and was watching strangers



discuss a horror film, Sara gripped the edge of a table to ground herself. Back to the unthinkable
reality she was slogging through as if pulled under by wet sand, her legs became heavy. Sinking
lower and lower, she asked, “Where’s daddy?”Rosalie blasted, “Irving, come here!”Hearing the
babbling between them as Rosalie told him the news, Sara felt like her head was going to
explode. The room went in and out of focus with her father’s wheezing, echoing distress. “Dad,
please don’t get worked up over this.”“I’m fine, Sara…” Irving’s voice cracked. “And you will be
too. You’ve got the best insurance and doctors—that’s what’s important. I have great faith in our
medical system. It’s kept me alive, hasn’t it?”Sara understood he talked to ease his pain. So did
she, when she switched the topic from the diagnosis to the only thing that came to mind. “Any
word from Jack?” She rubbed her temples in a circular motion to release her tension.“No, not for
six months now. His medication must be working.” He went on about current psych drugs and
how they seem to be getting results.“That’s good to hear. Dad, I need to get going now.”Images
of that exhausting brain-fogging conversation faded as Sara’s attention went back to Ben.
Thinking about him lifted her spirits, compared with the jarring drain from her mother’s heart-
piercing words. She wondered what his story was. Although he looked worried that day at
Zimmerman’s, he didn’t look physically ill. It couldn’t be that bad. I wonder if he’s on a
study.Wanting to review the data from hers, she went to the computer to read up on it. Within
seconds the information was before her. This looks too good to be… Oh man, they’re talking of a
cure. Just then the phone rang.“Hey. Perfect timing.”“You sound perky,” said Ellen.“I was just
reading some of the other info Zimmerman told me to check into about the study. Lots of great
results.”“I know,” chirped Ellen, “I asked around.”“And?”“You really did get lucky.”“Oh El, bless
you! Exactly what I needed to hear. And from you.”“Yeah, the truthsayer speaks,” Ellen
laughed.“That’s funny. Reminds me of ‘The Emperor’s New Clothes.’”“Speaking of no clothes,
did you phone?”“No!”“Whoa, what’s with the backlash?”“I’m sorry. It’s stupid to have so much
attention on him but I can’t help myself.”“I know. I know. Please, listen to me. I’m just playing
around to lighten things up. I’m not judging. I want you to be happy, Sara.”“I know you do, El. It’s
just that…”Ellen, hearing Sara’s long sigh said, “I know sex is a big deal for you. And why. I know
how important it is for you to feel attractive and wanted. There’s nothing wrong with that.
Absolutely nothing.”“Thanks for understanding.”“You know it’s totally okay to phone. It’s okay to
fantasize over him. That’s a good thing. Focus on anything that helps your mood.”“I really
appreciate your saying that. I do wonder what his situation is.”Chapter ThreeSara found out
about Ojai, the small California town nestled among oak, pepper and eucalyptus trees, while
working in the emergency room. Having just come off a stint of twelve-hour shifts, she wanted to
veg out. Knowing there would be way too many distractions at home to relax, she researched
spas within driving distance and found one located in Ojai. It was seventy miles from where she
lived and a twenty-minute drive to Ellen, who commuted into Los Angeles County where they
both worked. After spending a week immersed in its lush natural beauty, on a fluke she met a
realtor who offered to show her around.She never regretted the spontaneous decision to move
there ten years earlier when she purchased a 1950s ranch house and fixed it up. Painting the



walls multicolor brought it alive, with art, pottery, and photos of family and friends making it a
cozy nest. Large windows framed the abundant foliage, like living in a tree house. It was what
she needed to put a divorce behind her and start a new life with renewed purpose.The cancer
diagnosis changed that, until the unexpected occurred—being accepted into the study and the
buzz over meeting Ben. With attention riveted on his phone number, the rational cells in Sara’s
brain ping-ponged back and forth. What would I say if I called him? Her mouth went dry,
reminding her of telling her parents about the results from the biopsy.Recollecting the two
agitated days and sleepless nights staring hesitatingly at the telephone, detesting every aspect
of the chaotic situation violently forced on her, she cringed. Knowing that her mother Rosalie
was stoic with a rough-edge attitude and would handle it didn’t allay the gut-twisting
nervousness that the news could endanger her father Irving’s health. He’d already had two heart
attacks.There was also her brother Jack, who she hoped wasn’t home to complicate things. She
remembered being told by an aunt that ever since Sara was a baby, “Something was wrong with
him.” When her brother first left home, she was so young she didn’t recall much about him. She
knew from an early age that when he was around, the house grew silent and uncomfortable.
Years later, she learned he was schizophrenic. The extra stress of Jack being there wasn’t
needed.When Sara finally got the courage to dial, Rosalie picked up. “Hello.”Sara’s abdomen
anxiously gurgled. “Hi mom. How’s dad?” A blunt laconic, “Today’s okay,” was nothing new.
Neither was the long uninvolved pause, waiting for Sara to speak.Trying to find a way to say it,
“Mom…” Apprehensive to utter the words, fearful that she would then have to face them, Sara
flushed hot as though she was running a fever. With disbelief pulsing through her veins, she
quietly hoped she’d hear compassion, that everything would be okay, that maybe there had been
a mistake. Anything encouraging that would lessen the shocking news she was about to tell her
mother.Rosalie grunted out a curt “What do you want?”Her mother’s coldness lit Sara’s stomach
on fire. Taking in a deep slow breath, “I have bad news—”Rosalie came back with a razor-sharp
“What?” When no instant response came from her daughter, she smacked her lips. “Oh, for
Christ’s sake, Sara, what’s the bad news now?”Why do you have to be so damn difficult? Give
me a break! She wanted to throw the phone down. “I don’t know how to say this.”The line went
silent.Walking through the narrowest of doors her mother barely left open, she blurted out, “I
have breast cancer.” Sick inside, she told her mother that the diagnosis was the worst kind of
malignancy and it was in her nodes. What started in the right breast showed radiographic spread
to the left, necessitating a double mastectomy, the sooner the better.Rosalie gasped.Feeling as
if she’d diffused out of her body and was watching strangers discuss a horror film, Sara gripped
the edge of a table to ground herself. Back to the unthinkable reality she was slogging through
as if pulled under by wet sand, her legs became heavy. Sinking lower and lower, she asked,
“Where’s daddy?”Rosalie blasted, “Irving, come here!”Hearing the babbling between them as
Rosalie told him the news, Sara felt like her head was going to explode. The room went in and
out of focus with her father’s wheezing, echoing distress. “Dad, please don’t get worked up over
this.”“I’m fine, Sara…” Irving’s voice cracked. “And you will be too. You’ve got the best insurance



and doctors—that’s what’s important. I have great faith in our medical system. It’s kept me alive,
hasn’t it?”Sara understood he talked to ease his pain. So did she, when she switched the topic
from the diagnosis to the only thing that came to mind. “Any word from Jack?” She rubbed her
temples in a circular motion to release her tension.“No, not for six months now. His medication
must be working.” He went on about current psych drugs and how they seem to be getting
results.“That’s good to hear. Dad, I need to get going now.”Images of that exhausting brain-
fogging conversation faded as Sara’s attention went back to Ben. Thinking about him lifted her
spirits, compared with the jarring drain from her mother’s heart-piercing words. She wondered
what his story was. Although he looked worried that day at Zimmerman’s, he didn’t look
physically ill. It couldn’t be that bad. I wonder if he’s on a study.Wanting to review the data from
hers, she went to the computer to read up on it. Within seconds the information was before her.
This looks too good to be… Oh man, they’re talking of a cure. Just then the phone rang.“Hey.
Perfect timing.”“You sound perky,” said Ellen.“I was just reading some of the other info
Zimmerman told me to check into about the study. Lots of great results.”“I know,” chirped Ellen, “I
asked around.”“And?”“You really did get lucky.”“Oh El, bless you! Exactly what I needed to hear.
And from you.”“Yeah, the truthsayer speaks,” Ellen laughed.“That’s funny. Reminds me of ‘The
Emperor’s New Clothes.’”“Speaking of no clothes, did you phone?”“No!”“Whoa, what’s with the
backlash?”“I’m sorry. It’s stupid to have so much attention on him but I can’t help myself.”“I know.
I know. Please, listen to me. I’m just playing around to lighten things up. I’m not judging. I want
you to be happy, Sara.”“I know you do, El. It’s just that…”Ellen, hearing Sara’s long sigh said, “I
know sex is a big deal for you. And why. I know how important it is for you to feel attractive and
wanted. There’s nothing wrong with that. Absolutely nothing.”“Thanks for understanding.”“You
know it’s totally okay to phone. It’s okay to fantasize over him. That’s a good thing. Focus on
anything that helps your mood.”“I really appreciate your saying that. I do wonder what his
situation is.”Chapter FourPrior to his making the decision to go down to Southern California, Ben
had a full battery of tests at Stanford, including scans and a biopsy. Normally calm, he lost his
cool when he went before the Tumor Board. He was told that he had a 25 percent, one-year
survival rate. Pushing back his cuticles to pacify his nerves, How the hell did I miss this? He tried
to remember if there were symptoms that he’d overlooked, but there were none. By the time the
first sign of indigestion appeared, his condition was too far-gone.“It wasn’t your fault, Ben,” came
from one of the doctors on the board. “That’s the problem with this type of cancer. When
anything becomes apparent, it’s usually advanced.”Ben took a hard swallow, “And you’re sure
about it being pancreatic cancer?” He had hoped that it was a mistake. Even a less-aggressive
cancer, like Lance Armstrong’s advanced testicular cancer that had a strong cure rate, would be
better news than this.“We sent the slides out to Yale for confirmation. It’s the best lab in the
country.”Another doctor interrupted. “Of course, with advances in research, there could be a
breakthrough any time now.”Ben slumped in a heated sweat. “Oh, my God.”The oncologist sitting
next to Ben put a hand on his shoulder. “There is some chemotherapy.”“And what would that do?
It’s just palliative. That’s what you told me, right?”“That’s correct, Ben.”“With the side effects.” He



looked around at the group in lab coats for some sign, something else that could offer him hope.
“What kind of choice is that?”The female doctor responded empathetically, “Not an easy one,
Ben.”The room went silent for what seemed like forever until Ben spoke from a daze. “I need to
be with this for now.”There he was with Stanford’s finest, gathered to offer him his best fighting
chance, and in his case there didn’t seem to be one. After that gruesome meeting, Ben wanted
to talk to his brother Michael, a surgeon, to see if there were other options that may have been
overlooked. He arranged to meet him at the Palo Alto Creamery Fountain & Grill downtown.Ben
sat at the packed restaurant, watching Silicon Valley’s young twenty-to-thirty set, glued to their
iPads and smart phones, when his phone buzzed. “What’s up, Mike? Where are you?”“I just got
out of surgery. I’ll clean up and be there in about fifteen minutes.” In the background blared the
overhead speaker, summoning doctors to stations and nurses to pick up phones—the usual
cacophony at Stanford Medical Center. “Go ahead and order. Get me a hot pastrami on toasted
rye with coleslaw.”Ben regretted that his days of eating that way were over. The diagnosis
prompted him to consult a dietician as part of an attempt to regain his health. Aware that Steve
Jobs extended his life with an alternate health program, including a vegetarian diet, motivated
Ben to give it a try. Not to that extent, but he did agree to cut back on simple whites—white
sugar, rice, and pasta—and avoid fried, high-fat food. When the nutritionist said, “You are what
you eat, so eat healthy,” he knew that although it wasn’t a cure-all, it did make sense.A woman
carrying a tray with plates of food walked past and set them down on the table next to him. The
aroma of grilled beef sent his stomach into spasms, pouring acid into his throat. He motioned the
waitress over to his table, gave Michael’s order and his own. “I’ll have the veggie sandwich.”
When she walked away he popped a couple of antacid tablets into his mouth.Their meals
arrived at the table just before Michael did. “Sorry about that.” He pulled the chair in, grabbed
hold of his sandwich, and took a bite. “So how’d it go?”“Not good.”Michael took a spoonful of
coleslaw and swallowed it down with a sip of water. “What did Bentley have to say?” referring to
an oncological surgeon Michael knew on the board.“That the prognosis is poor.” He paused to
avoid sinking into how hopeless it all was. “You didn’t look at my chart?”“It’s too close for me,
Ben. But if you want me to…”“No, no, you’re right. I don’t want to do that to you.”Michael put
down his sandwich and looked at Ben. “It’s not my area,” his voice was unsteady. “You don’t want
to do the conventional chemo?”“For what? A few added months along with those side effects. I
don’t know what to do. I can’t believe there’s nothing else.”“Well, there may be something,”
Michael was hesitant. “I do know of someone doing advanced work using drugs that were
prescribed for other cancers not yet approved for pancreatic that show promise. It’s not a sure
thing but I trust the person involved. If I were you, I’d give it a shot.”Ben looked up
expectantly.“Remember the other Michael, my roommate from medical
school?”“Zimmerman?”“Yes, he’s an oncologist doing studies at UCLA.”“You have my attention.”
Ben was not convinced. He wanted to grab onto something but needed data, not just words or
attempts to make him feel better. His brother was a realist, a hard, cold-facts doctor, a surgeon,
but he also knew that up till now Michael had not faced any close personal loss in his life. “Do



you honestly think he can help me?”“Yes,” Michael smiled. “And he’ll see you.” He explained to
Ben that Zimmerman was doing his own tests, stretching the policy on safe moral research
practices, but he was dealing with last-resort, no-other-hope patients, some of whom were very
high profile with political connections. “Zimmerman is noted for testing FDA-approved cancer
drugs on other cancers they weren’t sanctioned for. The guy has balls. He’s seeing results,
Ben.”“Seriously?” Synapses firing chemistry of hope crept back into Ben’s system. “That’s
encouraging. Thanks, Mike.”After that conversation, Ben decided to take a leave of absence
from his job in the legal department at NASA to see Michael Zimmerman for a
consultation.~Westwood, bordered by Bel Air and Beverly Hills, is the home of UCLA. Ben sat in
his hotel room in Westwood Village, reflecting back on the lunch with his brother several weeks
ago. The village was a suitable location because of its close proximity to UCLA’s medical school
and hospital. He also wanted to stay in this upbeat place, filled with boutiques, restaurants, and
theaters, to distract his mind from the recent doom and gloom. It was close to Zimmerman when
he did rounds at UCLA, and only a forty-five-minute drive to his office in a densely populated
agricultural city. Ben felt more at home around a college campus that reminded him of Palo
Alto.Relieved that his abdominal pain had lessened since Zimmerman started him on a trial
drug, he began relaxing and got out to explore and enjoy the sights. After a walk in town, the red
light on the phone was blinking. The message from his brother said, “How’s it going? I’m done
for the day so give me a call.”“Mike, you’re off early.” Ben, eyeing the mirror as he spoke, thought
his skin looked lighter from when he was in Palo Alto.“How are you?”“I think I’m doing better.
Zimmerman has me on some drug. I’ve got less nausea.”“You still have any?”“Yeah, but it
depends on what I eat,” he grinned. “I’ve been fudging it a bit.”Chapter FourPrior to his making
the decision to go down to Southern California, Ben had a full battery of tests at Stanford,
including scans and a biopsy. Normally calm, he lost his cool when he went before the Tumor
Board. He was told that he had a 25 percent, one-year survival rate. Pushing back his cuticles to
pacify his nerves, How the hell did I miss this? He tried to remember if there were symptoms that
he’d overlooked, but there were none. By the time the first sign of indigestion appeared, his
condition was too far-gone.“It wasn’t your fault, Ben,” came from one of the doctors on the board.
“That’s the problem with this type of cancer. When anything becomes apparent, it’s usually
advanced.”Ben took a hard swallow, “And you’re sure about it being pancreatic cancer?” He had
hoped that it was a mistake. Even a less-aggressive cancer, like Lance Armstrong’s advanced
testicular cancer that had a strong cure rate, would be better news than this.“We sent the slides
out to Yale for confirmation. It’s the best lab in the country.”Another doctor interrupted. “Of
course, with advances in research, there could be a breakthrough any time now.”Ben slumped in
a heated sweat. “Oh, my God.”The oncologist sitting next to Ben put a hand on his shoulder.
“There is some chemotherapy.”“And what would that do? It’s just palliative. That’s what you told
me, right?”“That’s correct, Ben.”“With the side effects.” He looked around at the group in lab
coats for some sign, something else that could offer him hope. “What kind of choice is that?”The
female doctor responded empathetically, “Not an easy one, Ben.”The room went silent for what



seemed like forever until Ben spoke from a daze. “I need to be with this for now.”There he was
with Stanford’s finest, gathered to offer him his best fighting chance, and in his case there didn’t
seem to be one. After that gruesome meeting, Ben wanted to talk to his brother Michael, a
surgeon, to see if there were other options that may have been overlooked. He arranged to meet
him at the Palo Alto Creamery Fountain & Grill downtown.Ben sat at the packed restaurant,
watching Silicon Valley’s young twenty-to-thirty set, glued to their iPads and smart phones, when
his phone buzzed. “What’s up, Mike? Where are you?”“I just got out of surgery. I’ll clean up and
be there in about fifteen minutes.” In the background blared the overhead speaker, summoning
doctors to stations and nurses to pick up phones—the usual cacophony at Stanford Medical
Center. “Go ahead and order. Get me a hot pastrami on toasted rye with coleslaw.”Ben regretted
that his days of eating that way were over. The diagnosis prompted him to consult a dietician as
part of an attempt to regain his health. Aware that Steve Jobs extended his life with an alternate
health program, including a vegetarian diet, motivated Ben to give it a try. Not to that extent, but
he did agree to cut back on simple whites—white sugar, rice, and pasta—and avoid fried, high-
fat food. When the nutritionist said, “You are what you eat, so eat healthy,” he knew that although
it wasn’t a cure-all, it did make sense.A woman carrying a tray with plates of food walked past
and set them down on the table next to him. The aroma of grilled beef sent his stomach into
spasms, pouring acid into his throat. He motioned the waitress over to his table, gave Michael’s
order and his own. “I’ll have the veggie sandwich.” When she walked away he popped a couple
of antacid tablets into his mouth.Their meals arrived at the table just before Michael did. “Sorry
about that.” He pulled the chair in, grabbed hold of his sandwich, and took a bite. “So how’d it
go?”“Not good.”Michael took a spoonful of coleslaw and swallowed it down with a sip of water.
“What did Bentley have to say?” referring to an oncological surgeon Michael knew on the
board.“That the prognosis is poor.” He paused to avoid sinking into how hopeless it all was. “You
didn’t look at my chart?”“It’s too close for me, Ben. But if you want me to…”“No, no, you’re right. I
don’t want to do that to you.”Michael put down his sandwich and looked at Ben. “It’s not my area,”
his voice was unsteady. “You don’t want to do the conventional chemo?”“For what? A few added
months along with those side effects. I don’t know what to do. I can’t believe there’s nothing
else.”“Well, there may be something,” Michael was hesitant. “I do know of someone doing
advanced work using drugs that were prescribed for other cancers not yet approved for
pancreatic that show promise. It’s not a sure thing but I trust the person involved. If I were you, I’d
give it a shot.”Ben looked up expectantly.“Remember the other Michael, my roommate from
medical school?”“Zimmerman?”“Yes, he’s an oncologist doing studies at UCLA.”“You have my
attention.” Ben was not convinced. He wanted to grab onto something but needed data, not just
words or attempts to make him feel better. His brother was a realist, a hard, cold-facts doctor, a
surgeon, but he also knew that up till now Michael had not faced any close personal loss in his
life. “Do you honestly think he can help me?”“Yes,” Michael smiled. “And he’ll see you.” He
explained to Ben that Zimmerman was doing his own tests, stretching the policy on safe moral
research practices, but he was dealing with last-resort, no-other-hope patients, some of whom



were very high profile with political connections. “Zimmerman is noted for testing FDA-approved
cancer drugs on other cancers they weren’t sanctioned for. The guy has balls. He’s seeing
results, Ben.”“Seriously?” Synapses firing chemistry of hope crept back into Ben’s system.
“That’s encouraging. Thanks, Mike.”After that conversation, Ben decided to take a leave of
absence from his job in the legal department at NASA to see Michael Zimmerman for a
consultation.~Westwood, bordered by Bel Air and Beverly Hills, is the home of UCLA. Ben sat in
his hotel room in Westwood Village, reflecting back on the lunch with his brother several weeks
ago. The village was a suitable location because of its close proximity to UCLA’s medical school
and hospital. He also wanted to stay in this upbeat place, filled with boutiques, restaurants, and
theaters, to distract his mind from the recent doom and gloom. It was close to Zimmerman when
he did rounds at UCLA, and only a forty-five-minute drive to his office in a densely populated
agricultural city. Ben felt more at home around a college campus that reminded him of Palo
Alto.Relieved that his abdominal pain had lessened since Zimmerman started him on a trial
drug, he began relaxing and got out to explore and enjoy the sights. After a walk in town, the red
light on the phone was blinking. The message from his brother said, “How’s it going? I’m done
for the day so give me a call.”“Mike, you’re off early.” Ben, eyeing the mirror as he spoke, thought
his skin looked lighter from when he was in Palo Alto.“How are you?”“I think I’m doing better.
Zimmerman has me on some drug. I’ve got less nausea.”“You still have any?”“Yeah, but it
depends on what I eat,” he grinned. “I’ve been fudging it a bit.”
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Linda Lee Greene, “A Story of Two Bonafide Super Heroes. In this world of too many
questionable, and even fallen, heroes, what a pleasure it is to discover two genuine heroes, even
if they do only live in the pages of a book. In this case, however, the champions are real because
His Name Was Ben by award-winning and best-selling author Paulette Mahurin is based on a
true story. Once again, Mahurin has embraced a difficult, an uncomfortable topic, which seems
her modus operandi as an author, an approach from which many authors shy away, especially
when so new to the literary world. Check out her critically acclaimed first novel The Persecution
of Mildred Dunlap to test the veracity of my assertion.Ben and Sara, both receiving treatment for
end-stage cancer by the same oncologist, are the stars of this impeccably-written and easy-to-
read novel of love and of discovery of the joy and fulfillment available in living in the moment,
which, as Mahurin reminds us, is all we are promised anyway. Despite the specter of death
overhanging them, Ben and Sara choose to live each moment of their remaining days, and the
path they choose for their shared journey is a story that will keep the reader transfixed and
rooting for these two indomitable people. This was just the right book for me to read at this time
in my life because it nudged me toward counting my blessings rather than lamenting my losses.
It is a lesson in attitude adjustment, in embracing a healthier, a more generous and
compassionate perspective. It is ultimately a lesson of redemption found through love.I cannot
leave this page without writing more about Paulette Mahurin. I don't know her personally. I wish I
did. I only know her through our mutual cyber-connection as authors of books. But I don't mind
saying that I am in awe of her gallantry, as a writer, and as a person. She forges ahead in her
writing without a hitch--there are no awkward pauses for the right word, the logical consequence,
the best concept, all of which are telltale signs of an author unsure of her topic, or harboring
uncertainties over its value, or its acceptability, or even prejudices against it. If her work was
lacking wisdom, it would be easy to think her an innocent, for her consciousness seems childlike
in that it has avoided being afflicted by prejudice and other cruelties of the adult world. But far
from innocent, I'm sure she is. I suspect that instead, her soul and heart have been purified by
the fires of her own life, and of those others for whom she cares so deeply. Many of her most
precious loved-ones are animals, dogs specifically--attested to by the fact that the profits from
His Name Was Ben go directly to the rescuing of dogs from kill shelters and other rescue efforts.
Just think, your purchase of this remarkable book will save the life of a dog. That is a blessing
worth counting.”

Charles Sundholm, “One of the best books I have read - Great potential for a movie, if done with
the right people!. Paulette Mahurin is an emerging award-winning author who should be on the
“must read” list of those in-the-know. Her second book, “His Name Was Ben,” is a very rare,
significant and insightful short story that uses a real life inspired story of facing immanent death
from terminal cancer to teach what is important in life.This is an extraordinarily compelling short



story, written in a way that quickly engrosses the reader in the characters' experience of dealing
with a terminal illness, which left me thinking about important questions about what death
teaches about how life should be lived.Most people avoid thinking about death until someone
near or dear to them dies, or when they are themselves face the prospect of their own death.
The young rarely give much thought to the certainty of their eventual death, because their hopes
and plans for the future loom on the horizon or because they are so engrossed in the present
moment that thoughts do not turn to their future mortality. But as one lives life, and one’s
contemporaries begin to pass away, the thoughts of many shift to the increasing proximity of
their own eventual death, and coming to terms with it. This process of is accelerated with those
who learn that they are living on “borrowed time” due to a terminal disease.And so this story of
“His Name Was Ben” is told from the viewpoint of Sara, a thoughtful and insightful person who is
facing the prospect of immanent death while being treated for terminal cancer. By chance, she
meets she meets Ben, a fellow cancer patient who is traveling the same road and is facing
similar issues. Together they work with one another in the attempt to gain the inner peace with
which to face death by understanding and coming to terms with the issues, people, and
insecurities that beset them during their lives.How they do this, the insights they gain, and the
choices they make, are invaluable lessons for those whose consciousness has evolved to the
point of realizing that such wisdom should be used to enrich our lives now, well before we face
our eventual death.”

Ebook Library Reader, “A beautiful, bitter-sweet story!. “His name was Ben” is one of those
stories that will stay with you long after the last page is turned. It starts with a story of Sara, who
is battling breast cancer. As her condition deteriorates, she starts losing all hope and even
desire to keep struggling when two things happen: her doctor announces that she had just been
accepted into a new study which has been showing amazing results and, while sitting in Dr.
Zimmerman’s waiting room, she sees a man filling out a patient’s form. Ben - she catches a
glimpse of his name and number on his paperwork - is seemingly healthy and good-looking, and
for the first time in god knows how long Sara feels a spark of interest within her. What follows is
an amazing, bitter-sweet story of two people who met in the most unusual circumstances and
decided that no matter what fate brings their way, they would try and make the best of what they
have, let it be for a few days or years to come.What I really loved about this story is how real
every character felt. By the end, I felt like I knew them all personally, and I cried with them over
their tragedies and cheered their happiness. The main message of the story - appreciate your
life and cherish every day as it can be your last one - is delivered in an extremely powerful way,
and I couldn’t help but hope for the best for both characters. Tazzie, Sara’s loyal Rottie, deserves
a special mention - she made an absolutely adorable character! A brilliant novel that reads like
non-fiction, which I would highly recommend to everyone!”

Sarah Stuart - Readers' Favorite Reviewer, “Love is forever: look up at the stars. This is a



beautifully written story that encompasses an elemental truth: live for now; the next day, hour,
even minute, could be too late. Sara and Ben have both been diagnosed with terminal cancer
and the meet, as they well might, in an oncologist’s waiting room. Sara has been offered the
chance of taking part in an experimental treatment regime. Reassured that it has few of the
appalling side-effects of traditional treatment, which is doing no good, she signs up; she has
nothing to lose. Ben, newly diagnosed and shocked, eventually responds to Sara’s mantra of
living to the full while they can, and to her determined efforts to take him as her lover.Given the
many truly exquisite scenes when Sara and Ben have “good days” and the tenderness when one
of them is suffering too much to hide it, it would have been possible to leave it like that and still
show that the likelihood of death tearing them apart made them revaluate their lives. Paulette
Mahurin digs deep into both their pasts: the experiences and the people that have created Sara
and Ben, and she does it by introducing rounded characters that gain depth every time they
appear. This is a book to treasure and reread.”

Wendy Unsworth, “Beauty and 'the beast'. Sara has cancer, Ben has cancer; they meet when
they are both referred for the same drug trial. It's a trial for those patients who have few or no
other options. This is the start of the story so the reader expects a rough ride but actually what
follows is a lesson in what we all should do, sick or otherwise; live for the moment, never expect
life to stop offering something good even in the gravest of times, and when it does... Grab it!Both
Sara and Ben have parental issues but they also have good friends and loving relationships in
their lives. Sara has a stalwart friend, Ellen who has supported her tirelessly through her illness.
Ben has a brother he is close to. But when Sara spots Ben she instinctively senses that she has
a chance at love, maybe a last chance and she aggressively orchestrates a meeting with him in
a way that might have seemed quite contrived in some chick-lit rom-com. However her moves
are so significant in this story based on true life. Sara has learned the hard way that life's
opportunities should never be wasted, a lesson that many of those who beat cancer carry with
them for the rest of their lives.Sara contacts Ben.The account is sad but happy and very uplifting.
Faced with this story to tell the author has given a fearlessly straightforward account of the
highs and lows of this dreadful disease and recreated the beautiful side of what can happen to
courageous people.I am a cancer survivor. It was a long time ago. I don't dwell on it but I never
forget how lucky I am.”

Maria, “Make the journey worthwhile.. A beautifully written, tender and thought provoking
story.Sara and Ben, have family issues and a history of failed relationships, leaving them
untrusting and aloof. As a couple they slowly take down their barriers as they learn to trust and
live again. Together they have the courage to confront their past and make new memories."In
accepting their fate and directing their attention to the real world as it moved moment to
moment, they found inner peace, with each other and individually."The urgency of their love and
need to live in the moment, free of past nightmares, is intensified as they met each other in an



oncologist's waiting room.Like many others, my life has been turned upside down by the
devastation of cancer, and I have a tendency to veer away from books, about the big, 'C.' But this
book was about the deep connection between two people as they found the courage to be open,
enjoy each moment as it came and make the journey worthwhile.The characters were likeable
and believable, as they made mistakes as they overcame their doubts and fears. I felt Sara's
pain when she thought she could never be desirable after her double mastectomy and realised
she needed only one person to find her desirable to feel that way and let go of her
inhibitions.This book is an affirmation of life and not the sad book I feared it might be.The
message was clear, whether your journey is short or long, make it count.I highly recommend this
book to anyone and it is one I will re-visit in the future."...time isn't measured by the clock, but by
the moments of shared love."”

Etienne Hanratty, “this could be the last throw of the dice and her underlying anxieties are
explored with great empathy. In her doctor's waiting r. His Name Was Ben is a sensitively written,
well-characterised story about the effects of living with potentially terminal illness. It begins with
the protagonist, Sara, a woman undergoing treatment for advanced breast cancer, receiving an
invitation to participate in a trial for an experimental, possibly life-saving treatment. For Sara, this
could be the last throw of the dice and her underlying anxieties are explored with great empathy.
In her doctor's waiting room, she sees, and is instantly drawn to Ben, a fellow patient, and what
follows is the story of their developing relationship.At times gentle, at others angry and
occasionally sensual, but never less than compelling, this is a very well-written book; in spite of
the ostensibly bleak subject matter, I devoured this in a couple of sittings. Clearly, Mahurin
knows how to craft a narrative and I'd frequently find myself wanting to read 'just another
chapter' long after I should have turned in for the night. Partly, this is down to the skilful way she
captures the tensions and resolutions of a burgeoning romance but she also introduces
intriguing subplots about Ben and Sara's respective backgrounds. Another strength lies in the
believable characters. Sara's mother, in particular, is brilliantly drawn; initially an all-too
recognisable grotesque, she evolves into something much more rounded as the book
progresses.SPOILER?: I do, unfortunately, have one reservation about the book and it revolves
around the depiction of Sara's brother. He's identified early on as a sufferer of schizophrenia and
then viewed only through the prism of others perspective of him. Eventually, it becomes clear
why Sara harbours such conflicted feelings towards him but until this revelation, it just feels like
more stigma and the views jar a little in an otherwise sympathetic character. (I should perhaps
declare an interest here. In my day job, I work in forensic mental health and I see combating
stigma as part of my responsibility. Schizophrenia is as much a disease as the illnesses which
effect the characters in this book and we need parity between mental and physical health. This
case is somewhat different as the brother's character flaws are presumably independent of his
condition but it's never quite clear that clear that Sara sees it like that).Mahurin is particularly
skilled at portraying the mixture of doubt and potentially futile hope her characters struggle with.



According to her bio, the author is a Nurse Practitioner, and she's channelled her experiences
into producing a powerful and believable story.Etienne Hanratty: Don't Carp, Marley Tiffin”

Tracy, “Exceptional. In our lifetime we are all touched in some way by cancer and for me, reading
this book came at the right time. I could empathise with friends and families of the main
characters as their story moved forward. This is where His Name was Ben isn't just a love story
it's so much more. We see Sara's and Tom's journey, thoughts and feelings as two become
one.Paulette Mahurin shows how strength, hope and dreams are no different in illness than to
those who are cancer free. She so eloquently and bravely shows a couple falling in love at a time
where I would imagine a sufferer to be self centred and angry, not in His Name was Ben. This
story is emotive and you can't help praying for them as you turn the pages.Sometimes love can't
conquer all, but who we meet and why when the chips are down can mean all the difference.
The author, through her narrative, shows strength, compassion, love and hope. An excellent
book and a must read. Thank you for sharing this poignant story Paulette Mahurin.”

The book by Chet Cunningham has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 133 people have provided feedback.
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